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A red dye, which was reported harmless, flowed into College Brook yesterday afternoon. 
Story, page 3. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Safety still 
By Andrea Parker 
Walking across campus 
alone at night is a calculated 
risk, for _ 55 percent of the 
student population, according 
to Nancy Schroeder of the · 
Dean of Students Office. 
• a growing 
dorms, the Greek system and 
the Commuter Center on rape 
and sexual harassment. 
To every female student, 
"We will be sending one 
concern 
pamphlet about rape and one 
pamphlet about sexual 
assault," said Schroeder. 
These pamphlets will contain 
SAFETY, page 7. 
"Women aren't given equal Escort serv,·ce boorn,·n.n 
access to education when e 
they're afraid to come out of By Julie Hanauer 
their rooms at night," she said. 
Schroeder cited the physical The UNH escort service is doing a booming business this 
semester. 
environment of the campus, 
education and services to Ed Simpson, sul?ervisor of the UNH Escort Service says that 
victims as areas where the people are becommg more aware of the dangers of walking 
University has to take alone at night. 
responsibility. The escort service has performed 192 escorts so -far this 
Ab O ut ---- the physical sem~ste:, .~P f:om on!y 27 last semester. Simpson said the 
environment, Schroeder said, service is hop mg to hit 200 by Thanksgiving." 
The escort service is available until 2:00 AM when 
"Lighting has to be adequate; d·owntown attractions and the library close and is free. 
security in dorms has to be 
adequate and comprehensive Some female students were asked last Wednesday whether 
escort services should be they would use the escort service. 
provided. There is also a safety ;. · ESCORT,page 9 -
Handler: reaction to 
booze policy 'mixed' · 
-
By Greg Flemming 
President Evelyn Handler 
has received "enormously 
mixed" reaction to this year's 
stricter drinking policies, she 
said · Sunday night, and 
University officials must wait 
until the end of the year to see if 
those policies are effective. 
Some reaction to the new -
policies has been cynical, but 
she's received more than 50 
supportive letters as well, 
Handler told Student Senators. 
Handler answered questions 
about rape, Smith Hall, the 
· football team, custodial 
service, and her leaving UNH 
to become president of 
Brandeis University this spring. 
But she refused to comment 
·on how the search for a new 
chancellor -was going, or 
whether she thought Governor-
elect John Sununu would be 
"more willing" to give the 
University System of New 
Hampshire state funding. 
Handler said she knew of 
three rapes this year--two o~ 
campus and one in N ewmar-
ket--and of "a number of' 
verbal abuse or harassment. 
She said the University mus.t 
both protect students with 
precautions like better lighting 
and escort services, and help 
victims. But she said the 
University ·can only -· help if 
officials are made · aware of 
instances; currently, much 
information is _gained through 
"g.rapevine stories, ''she said. 
Handler said there's "one 
hundred percent support" at 
UNH that custodial services 
should . be -co_~tracted ~out,a· 
possibility the University 
System Board of Trustees will 
vote . on this month. That 
support has come from faculty 
members, students, and 
department heads in the form 
of both petitions and letters, 
she said. 
The custodial work would be 
· contracted out to save money. 
Discussion of contracting 
followed recommendations 
made in the Governor's 
Management Review Team's 
report. 
There is "no , move afoot to 
do anything" to UNH's 
football team, Handler said, 
but she called football an 
"expensive program". The 
Master Plan, a report of long- · 
range goals for UNH published 
last spring, was critical of the 
football program's high cost. 
The plan did not, however, 
recommend football be 
eliminated, even though the 
Master Plan commission voted 
in favor of such action, 
Handler said. 
Handler said no final 
. decision has been made 
regarding Smith Hall, and that 
no decision should be made 
until after hearing from Josef 
Mestenhauser, an international I 
, student program consultant I 
who will visit UNH this week. · 
Many students have 
criticized a suggestion to make 
Smith Hall a residence hall for 
international students at UNH. i 
Asked if her assistant, John 
Hose, would leave for Brandeis 
WANDLER~-page 1 ~--- _ --· 
map in the Caboodle." 
Outlining plans for next 
semester in the area of 
education, Schroeder said, 
"We've hired and are training 
12 rape educators." 
Karl'~ has an en~uring recipe for sl.lccess· 
These are students who are 
trained to lead discussions in 
~NSIDE~ 
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UN H ends season on a sour 
note to UMASS 27-0, see 
story page 20. 
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By Kathy Brewer 
Karl's food to the University 
of New Hampshire is what 
apple pie is to America: 
fattening, but good. 
Such a tradition doesn't just 
come into being overnight. It 
takes a time-tested recipe, 
perseverance and a little spice . 
Karl has all three. 
Karl estimates he sells 75 
. cheeseburger subs on · a 
weekday night; 125 on a 
weekend night. Not to mention 
the hotdogs, hamburgers, fries 
and shakes. 
And he has a loyal group of 
customers, some of whom eat 
there once a week, some once a 
night. 
Karl figures the average 
person living in the quad buys 
$15 worth of-food a week. 
With the budget of a typical 
college student, the food can't 
be all that bad. 
T,he perseverance may riot be 
all that obvious at first sight. 
But if you figure Karl works 
~n eight-hour shift five 4ays a 
KARL'S, page 8 
Karl takes another order in his truck-grill in the quad. (Henri Barber photo) 
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NEWS IN BRIEF 
IIITERIIATIOIIAL 
Walesa released 
GDANSK, POLAND - Lech Walesa, leader of the 
banned labor union Solidarity was released from detention 
after 11 months Saturday. 
Walesa vowed to remain faithful to the cause of Solidarity 
and said he had not signed any loyalty oaths of the kind that 
had been extracted from other imprisoned union members. 
Thousands. mourn Soviet leader 
MOSCOW - Leonid I. Brezhnev, was buried yesterday in 
Red Square given a farewell by dignitaries of more than 100 
nations arid tens of thousands of Soviet citizens. 
Brezhnev died last Wednesday at the age of 75 of an 
apparent heart attack. Within two days Soviet leaders had 
named Yuri V. Andropov, a former leader of the KGB secret 
police as his successor as Soviet Communist Party chief. 
IIITIONAL. 
Spacewalk cancelled 
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA. - Two astronauts scheduled 
to make the first American space walk in almost nine years 
were delayed due to malfunctions with their space suits. 
According to NASA officials the mission will probably be 
cancelled due to low pressure in one suit and a bad oxygen fan 
in the other. 
lOCA"l 
Irving returns to UNH 
DURHAM - Novelist John Irving will return to UNH on 
Monday, Nov. 22 where he graduated from in 1965 to read 
from his new book. 
The author of "The World According to Garp "and "Hotel 
New Hampshire"will read from his next novel "Cider House 
Rules" at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Union Building. 
Admission is free but attencfance is limited to 800. 
Neil Young won't show 
Neil Young will not play at UNH this year. 
SCOPE submitted a bid for the musician last week, but he 
turned the student organization's offer down, SAFC 
Chairperson Jim Singer said at Sunday's Student Senate 
meeting. 
Deer reported stolen 
PORTSMOUTH -A deer was reported stolen from a tree · 
at 5:40 p.m. on Friday according to police. 
John Lear said that his seven point deer was hanging from a 
tree at 1177 Sagamore Ave. when it was taken. The 150 pound 
deer had been shot in Maine. 
Winter wonders ahead? 
;oday w~ll be sun~y b1;1t cool with highs approaching the 
40 s according to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord. 
Tonight will be clear an~ cold with lows near freezing 
f<?llowed by more sunny skies and cool temperatures, with 
highs near 50 on Wednesday. 
Looking back at UNH 
A,time of curfews_and crew-cuts 
By John Gold 
Tuition was $180 a semester, 
ROTC was mandatory for all 
males, freshmen women had to 
be in by 9:00 p.m. on weekday 
nights, and all freshman wore 
beanies. 
For Ann Turner· and Polly 
Daniels, class of 1964, this was 
all very normal and accepted in 
1960. 
Stoke did not exist then, 
Turner, who now runs her own 
tailoring shop from her home, 
remembers. In its place was a 
three story frame house known 
as Ballard Hall. 
The UNH Dairy Bar was a 
workin1r train station. and 
panty raids were a common 
spring occurance. 
Daniels, an information 
specialist for the admissions 
department, characterize 
students now as more mature 
and aware of their own goals. 
"Students now are socially, 
mentally, and physically ahead · 
of where students were then," 
she said. "We thought we knew 
our own minds then, but we 
didn't." Many students were in 
college because "it was the · 
thing to do." 
The· career emphasis then 
was on teaching. 
"We were told the furture 
strength of America was in its 
teachers," Daniels said. 
Daniels, who was a member 
of the student senate, says 
students now are more 
involved than they were then. 
"I don't think the administra-
tion took us seriously," she 
said. . 
There was little communica-
tion between the student body 
and the administration. Most 
students didn't know what the 
administration was doing, and 
didn't care. 
There were still budget 
problems, but students weren't 
aware of it, said Daniels. 
"Students nowadays are 
! much more involved (with the 
administration)," said Daniels. 
Stl!d~nts dressed pretty 
much tJte same, accordi~g to ' . 
Daniels, although there wasn't 
the emphasis on Levi's and 
"preppy" wasn't really in yet. 
The emphasis then was on 
getting a Bachelors degree; few 
students considered going 
. further. 
"We were going for a 
Bachelor of Arts which was an 
advanced degree then," Daniels 
said. 
Although Durham was a dry 
town, Dover wasn't, and most 
students went there to get beer, 
Turner remembers. 
"There would be mad· races 
over to tiie Cat, a Dover pub," 
and another mad race to get 
back before curfew," she said. 
You didn't dare be caught 
drunk, Turner added, as it 
would result in immediate 
expulsion from the University. 
UNH was just beginning to 
feel the effects of the changes 
the 1960's produced. 
"UNH was going through a 
tumultous change, people were 
just beginning to ask why?" 
Daniels said, adding '' A lot of 
. - -x~,; - :~/!if 
us felt they were making a 
mistake by making ROTC 
mandatory." 
Most of the protesting, 
however, was quiet, she said. 
Registration was held then in 
New Hampshire Hall and you 
got your courses by picking up 
cards for them from the 
department heads there, 
Turner said. 
"As long as there were cards 
you could get in, but when the 
cards were gone, the class was 
filled," she said. 
There were no calculators 
then, Turner remembers. All 
the engineering students 
carried slide rules. 
Some things, however, 
haven't changed, according to 
Turner. The library was the 
noisiest place to study, College 
brook smelled bad, and turned 
different colors once in a while, 
and Huddleston, known then 
as the "commons"served "their 
all purpose brown gravy," she 
said. 
Polly Daniels reflects on UNH in the past. (John Gold photo) 
Engstrom condemns arms race 
By Brian O'Connor 
When Elmer Engstrom was 
young, this country established 
November 11 as Armistice 
Day. The day was dedicated to 
commemorate those who gave 
their lives during World War I, 
the "war to end all wars." 
Today, fifty years later, 
~rmistice Day has become 1 
Veterans Day. We no longer 
commemorate the dead of one 
war, but of four. 
On Thursday, November 11, 
Elmer Engstrom implored a 
crowd of 75 at Keene State 
College to increase their efforts 
to bring a halt to the arms race 
so that we never have to 
remember the dead of another 
war. 
"We have to take the lead in 
the process ( of nuclear 
disarmament)." said Engstrom. 
"The government, left to 
itself, will not, probably 
cannot, do it," he said. 
Engstrom, a spokesman · 
from the Businessmen's Alert ' 
for Nuclear War, was 
participating in a nation-wide 
nuclear convocation, "Solu-
tions to the Nuclear Arms 
Race." 
"Most people believe in 
disarmament, but they're not 
willing to lay it all on the line," 
said Gerard Hevren of the 
Physicians for Social 
Responsibility. 
W .,., ·c •• 
ELMER ENGSTROM 
Before government or the 
nuclear industry will take the 
disarmament movement 
seriously, Hevren said, 
ordinary people will have to 
make extraordinary sacrifices 
to make a statement. 
"We have to start 
internalizing the problem, and 
when you internalize a 
problem, you're forced to give 
up sleep, time, and money," 
H evren said. 
Hevren refered to the nuclear · 
industry to exemplify his point. 
"If all employees of the 
nuclear weapons industry were 
to stand up and walk away 
from their jobs to protest the 
arms race, it would make one 
hell of a statement," he said. 
"What it takes is a personal 
commitment at any cost." 
Both Engstrom and Hevren 
stressed that the goals of 
disarmament will only become 
realized after a long, persistent, 
~nd often bitter struggle;. 
"It will take time, and it will 
get harder before it gets easier," 
Engstrom said. 
"When we begin to affect 
change, then we '11 really have a 
fight on our hands," said 
Hevren. "You can believe that 
the nuclear industry is going to 
be awfully pissed-off when they 
ENGSTROM, page 5 
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Several Acacia pledges sang in Huddleston Dining Hall last night. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Dye • ID College Brook harmless 
By Cindy Gormley 
and Tracy Carlson 
The red dye that drained into 
College Brook by Paul 
Creative Arts Center yesterday 
is perfectly harmless, according 
to UNH officials. 
Interim Director of Facilities 
Services, Patrick Miller said 
the dye was put in the -roof . 
drainage system of Kingsbury 
Hall in .order to locate a 
clogged pipe in that system . . 
Miller said the drainage 
system on the roof of 
Kingsbury takes rain water and 
deposits it in the brook. This 
clogs up the pipes and had 
caused- a flood in Kingsbury 
during the last two heavy 
rainstorms. 
"The drain's not completely 
clogged," Miller said. "A little 
rain doesn't matter but a bad 
rain storm like (Sunday's) 
comes up through the floor 
drains and floods the building." 
.. The dye allows us to 
determine what pipe is clogged. 
By process of elimination we 
can determine which pipe it is." 
Miller said the red dye was 
approved by the New 
Hampshire Water Supply and 
Pollution Control System. 
Howard Bennet, a Facilities 
Stan Waterman will 
speak here Friday 
By Kent Cherrington 
Here's your chance to see in 
person one of the most exciting 
underwater photographers in 
the world, possibly the best. 
His name is Stan Waterman, 
and he's coming to UNH 
November 19th. 
Peter Benchley, author of 
Jaws and The Deep, is quoted 
in the Philadelphia Enquirer as 
saying, "Waterman is a legend. 
The only person in his league is 
Jacques Cousteau. He is a man 
who does not know fear." 
grapher_ of the_ Y ~~-r .... 
He has filmed several 
movies, includin_g Jaws and 
The- Deep with Jacquiline 
Bisset. His first big success was 
an actual movie entitled Blue 
Water: White Death. He also 
filmed another ABC special on 
white sharks. 
He's the best underwater 
photographer," says Physical 
Education Department 
Chairman and diving expert D. 
Allan Waterfield, who has 
worked with Waterman on 
many occasions. "He films the 
ocean as a diver would see it. 
He's very.sensitve to the ocean, 
even more sensitive than 
Cousteau." 
Services plumber said thedyeis 
harmless but it will take a while 
for the coloring to disappear. 
Six years ago, UN H used a 
green dye, approved by the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, but they were told it 
was polluting the environment. 
"So we switched to orange," 
Miller said. "A little drop 
colors thousands of gallons of 
water, but they always put a lot 
in just to make sure it works." 
"We were searching for a 
problem and this will give us 
the soluti~n," he said. 
Senate endorses DCE 
_field work credit 
By Robin Peters 
Student Senators passed a 
resolution Sunday to 
recommend to the Academic 
Senate that academic credit for 
the DCE 606 Field Experience 
Program be maintained. 
According to Academic 
Chairperson Kim Blewett, 
administrators feel the .current 
system is being "abused" by 
students. 
There have been suggestions 
that field experiences be 
recognized through transcript 
notation only. Students 
seeking credit for such 
experiences would be 
encouraged to enroll in an 
independent study program. 
Blewett found several 
problems with these sugges-
tions. 
hrst, students would find it 
difficult to obtain credit for an 
independent study in a job 
outside of their major, even if 
the experience was related to 
their major or minor. 
Secondly, students who 
could not meet the grade point 
average required to participat,,. -
in the independent study 
program would forfeit the 
opportunity to gain hands-on 
training within their major. 
Blewett also saw a great 
difference in the philosophies 
of the field experience and 
independent study programs, 
and did not believe the two 
were interchangeable. · 
"The independent study is an 1 
opportunity for the student to . 
further their education by 
creating a program in which he 
or she may explore academic 
subjects not fully covered by 
courses offered by the 
University," she said. 
DCE 606 is a learning 
experience which takes place 
concurrently with an 
academically related job of the 
appropriate quality," she said. 
Blewett said t he field 
experience tends to be 
evaluated superficially and that 
administrators do not realize 
that the students are receiving 
credit for the learning they are 
acquiring on the job and not for 
the iob itself. 
"For example, there is a girl 
working as a bank teller at the 
Durham bank through DCE 
606. On the surface, it seems as 
though she is receiving credit 
for her job as a bank teller. But 
she's a marketing major that is 
redesigning the bank's entire 
Christmas fund plan." 
Blewett did agree that the 
program needed more 
supervision and her committee 
made the recommendation that 
a faculty review committee, 
consisting of the Director of 
Field Experience, the Vice-
President of Academic Affairs, 
and two faculty . members of 
each college, be established to 
set the minimal criteria for the 
field experience program, thus 
firming up some of the present 
~quirements. 
SENATE, page 15 
Waterman will be in the 
Granite State Room of the 
MUB this Friday night at 7:30 
p.m. He will show four of his 
popular films, giving audiences · 
· a glimpse of the undersea world 
he had photohraphed for a 
quarter century. 
WATERMAN, page 8 UNH Cross-country skiers practiced on early morning frost last week. (Paul Berton photo) 
"I always wanted to show the 
poetry of the sea; connect man 
with the ocean,"'' Waterman 
said recently in The Christian 
Science Monitor. 
The e':ening will also include 
slides of New England waters 
by New Hampshire photo-
grapher Fred Bavendam. A 
UNH graduate in 1969, 
Bavendam will base his 
presentation on his photo 
book, Beneath Cold Waters. 
Waterman, a Maine native 
and a Dartmouth graduate, has 
won several Golden Eagle 
awards. He was awarded an 
Emmy for his work with ABC's 
American Sportsman Show 
during 1981, and was given the 
title of "Underwater Photo-
Johnson refutes responsihilty Jor cards 
By Greg Flemming 
Student Body President 
Karen Johnson said yesterday 
she has no responsibility to 
circulate advertising cards after 
last year's Student Body 
President promised to circulate 
them. 
Johnson said her predeces-
sor, Sara Jane Horton, agreed 
last year to circulate small 
cardboard cards which list 
local advertisers. But Horton 
made the decision alone, 
without consulting the Student 
Senate or Dean of Students 
Gregg Sanborn, Johnson said. 
J ofmson 's comments were 
made in response to published 
reports concerning the cards, 
which are available in the 
Student Senate office and the 
Commuter Transfer Center in 
the MUB, but are not being 
circulated. 
The cards are printed by the 
N~w Jersey-based J.B. Benton 
Advertising firm, which 
charged area businesses about 
$300 to have their names listed. 
Students who bring the cards to 
the businesses are promised a 
discount. 
"I don't have any responsi-
bflity for this, "Johnson said~ 
She said to most students, the 
cards were useless, citing two 
businesses listed, Portland 
Glass and Holiday House 
Furniture. 
· Others include auto repair 
and equipment shops, a beauty 
salon and optician. 
Johnson said the New Jersey 
Better Business Bureau has 
received complaints about J.B. 
Benton Advertising and that · 
University officials have told 
, her not to do businefs with 
them. 
She said she _often receives 
· requests from firms to help in 
similar business deals and that 
some promise prizes, like a 35 
millimeter camera, if she signs 
an agreement. 
An article in the Commuter 
Advocate last week reported 
that merchants are angry with 
the deal they made with J.B. 
Benton because the cards have 
not been distributed. 
An editorial in the 
newspaper criticized Johnson, 
saying. she had "unduly 
damaged" J.B. Benton's 
reputation and calling on her to 
circulate the cards. 
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~· · · Applications for ~ 
furniture recovered 
~ n· Sixteen pieces of furniture 
z S d S > were recovered from the 
~ tu ent enate 00 Cutters'apartmentcomplexon ·~ · = Garrison Avenue last Tuesday, 
~ Business Manager -~ afterajointin~estigationbythe 
U ~ Durham Pohce Department 
Z . "'=· and UNH's Department of 
~ A e ava · 1 ble In the ~ Public Safety. ; f 1 a ~ According to Pu,blic Safety, 
~ Student Senate Off. ,;;: the University st~dents who 
~ 1 Ce z live in the apartment where the 
~ n stolen furniture was found were 
~ Rm. 130· MUB. This is a~ interviewed and will_ ~e = ~ reviewed by the UNH Jud1c1al 
00 • d • t • C Board. < · pal pos1 10n. z Most of the furniture was 
U n taken from Stoke Hall and z i > included chairs, bunkbeds, and 
~ , -J ~ 00 tables. 
-~ ~ .;..?J~ •,- = ------
~ ~ ~-- ·-- ;;. 
~· ,· .. , ~~ ~ PoUce .N.,S, 
~ ~ 
~ ~~:;;:::::;=;:==;.:;=~~ ~ 




~ ~ ;= Application Deadline: Friday at 4:00 ~ 
oo c 
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How to civilize 7 a.m. 
Also reported by the 
Department of Public Safety 
last week were the following 
events: 
An officer observed an 
intoxicated male in the 
Englehardt Hall lounge 
Tuesday at I :40 a.m. and issued 
a written warning. The person 
was told he would be arrested if 
he remained in the University 
building. _ 
The schedule may be less than civilized, but you don't have to be. Try a warm cup of 
Cafe Francais. Smooth and creamy-light, it's a nicer way to meet the morning. And 
i:Yi~~l~~1:~:it~ors11~~1=a~ 111mr•m from General Foods® .,.._ '- · · · _,_,,.. ___ · · ._ .. ,_ __ ., -----
International Coffees. · .. •- . . · ··· · ·.·.·· - · · -· · · · . 
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. ~ 
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR 
" Available at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GENERAi. FOOOI 
© General Foods Corporation 1982 .__ _ __. 
Also Tuesday, a Jessie Doe 
resident reported an indecent 
exposure. The female resident 
described the subject, but a 
check of the area did not find 
anyone matching the descrip-
tion. The police have sought 
information regarding a person 
who fits this description: . 
He was a white male about 
25. He was 5-feet, IO-inches to 
6-feet tall with a medium build. 
He had blond, medium length 
hair and wore gold-rimmed 
glasses, a light tan waist length 
coat, and light colored pants. 
Any information can be given 
anonymously to Rick Bates at 
the Department of Public 
Safety 862-1427. 
Two UNH students were 
issued summonses for 
possession of alcohol 
Wednesday at 2 p.m. John 
Thomas Gates and Russell 
Knowles III, both of Stoke, will 
appear in Durham District 
Court on Nov. 19. 
An Alexander Hall resident 
reported Thursday that 
someone had tried to gain 
access to his room through the 
window. As a result, the screen 
was ripped and the window was 
broken, however, no entry was 
gained. 
Also Thursday, Thomas J. 
Kimner, of Congreve Hall, was 
issued a summons for 
posession of alcohol. He will 
appear in Durham District 
Court Nov. 19. 
Coreen M. Garvey, of Main 
Street, was arrested for D. W.I. 
on Friday. She will appear in 
Durham District Court on 
December 2. 
While patrolling at 2:30 a.m. 
Friday, officers reported beer 
bottles were being thrown from 
a seventh floor window of 
Stoke. The officers spoke to the 
residents of the room from 
which the bottles were thrown. 
and the matter will go before 
the Judicial Board. 
Timothy M. Harrington, of 
Hudson, was arrested for 
criminal trespass at Jessie Doe 
at 2:00 a.m. Saturday. He will 
appear in Durham District 
Court on Dec. 2. 
Two men were issued 
summonses for violation of the 
open container ordinance 
Saturday evening. Rexford J. 
Kidd, of Exeter, and Rudolf F. 
Bachmann, of Brentwood, will 
appear in Durham District _ 
Court Dec. 3. 
. . . 'tfl~.::.-~.~.~;-~ ;t~:C:h,~~-N::·,.;
1
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at .. the "~Natest ente n,oe cit•. 
t - n . 
tn·c u es: 
• Roundtrip .air transportation between 
Boston and Orlando 
• Roundtnp airport hotel transfers 
• 7 nights of quality hotel accommodations 
• Car rental for 1 week with unlimited mileage 
available from $69 per car 
• Children under 18 pay only $179 per person . 
plus 15% service charge and taxes 
Weekly departures beginning Nov. 20 
FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS CALL 
LI\IEil.DRI! 
DiMambro Travel • 
240 Central Ave 
Dover 
742-2124 
Hrs. 9-5 Week days 
9-2 Saturday 
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see their profits diminish.'' 
"The nuclear power industry 
was created and is continually 
supported by the government 
solely to fuel the nuclear 
weapons industry," Hevren 
said. 
According to a West German 
biologist in the film, America: 
Hitler to the MX, nuclear 
power plants serve as the "civil 
front" for the production of 
plutonium for our nuclear 
arsonal. 
In ·addition to speakers 




Tamp~o!_ Mexic? _ 
What Make:, 
A Quality 
. Medical School? 
A 
1. Fine Faculty 
• 
- 2. -GoociTacflities -
3. Qu-ality Student Body· 
4. SupervfsedC:lerkship 
Programs for Qualified 
-3rd and4th Year Students 
I • ' ~ 
Noreste offers a 4-year program, has 
small classes, is W.H.6. listed.--' 
l!nit·l'r11ity ;j the North Emit 
A,i(ni.'f11ion . ., 











(continued from page 2) 
long seminar featured three 
films, including the critically 
acclaimed The Last Epidemic, 
an interdisciplinary panel 
discussion on "first use" 
possibilities of nuclear 
weapons by either the Soviet 
Union or the United States, 
and several workshops, dealing 
with topics from civil 
evacuation plans to nuclear 
proliferation. 
SKI PARKA SALE 
THE NORTH FACE 
SK/PARKAS 
20% OFF 




Pettee Brook Lane 
Durham. New Hampshire 0_3824 
Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5 
.CALEIDAR 
TUESDAY, November 16 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color It Pastels. Paul Creative 
Arts Center through Dec. 8. Monday-Wednesday IO a.m.-4 p.m.; 
Thursday IO a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed 
Fridays and University holidays. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Consumerism and Women's 
Health- Dona Lethbridge and Raelene Shipee-Rice. Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union. 12:30-2 p.m: 
AMLL FILM: "Gaijin: A Brazilian Odyssey" (Tizula Yamasski). 
Room 303, James, 4 p.m. $1. 
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by Games 
Room/ Student activities. Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 
p.m. $1 fee. Sign up now in the Games Room. The winners will 
represent UNH at the New England Intercollegiate Championships. 
_ WEDNESDAY, November 17 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color It Pastels. Paul Creative 
Arts Center through Dec. 8. 
NEW/ OLD CINEMA: "The Exterminating Angel" (Luis Bunuel). 
Room 110, Murkli:Lnd, 7 p .m. 
THURSDAY, November 18 
· UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: 
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color It Pastels. Paul Creative 
Arts Center through Dec. 8. 
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Student jazz combo 
concert. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. University Art Galleries, . 
Paul Creative Arts Center, noon-I p.m. · . 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: 
Sponsored by Games Room/ Student Activities. Carroll-Belknap 
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m, $1 fee. Sign up now in the ·Games 
Room. The winners will represent UNH at the New England 
Intercollegiate Championships. 
MUSO FILM: "Polyester" (John Waters). Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1. 
MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your 
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 
50¢. UNH ID/proof of age required. 
FRIDAY, November 19 
DEADLINE: Last day for Ph.D. dissertation defense for December ' 
graduation. 
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Minn-Duluth. Snively Arena, 7 p.m. 
JAPANESE DANCE/LECTURE DEMONSTRATIQN: 
Arawana Hayashi, a teacher at the Institute of Contemporary Dance 
in Boston, will present the program on Bugaku, traditional Japanese 
Court Dancing. Sponsored by the Dance Di ion of the Theater 
and Communication Department. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative 
Arts Center, 8 p.m. General $3; $2 for: season ticket holders. Tickets 
available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290, and at the 
door. 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distri-butect semi- ,· 
-...eekly throughout the-academic year. Our offK:CS are located in-Room 151 · 
of the Memorial Union .Building. UNH. Durham; N.H. OJ82A..--Busaness 
_ Office hours: ~nctay-Friday I0AM-2 PM ... Acaddlic,ycarsubscription: 
S 18:00. riiird class postage paid at Durha~,1. NH03824; Advenisen should 
·-check t!teir ads the first_ day. The New Hanipshire,\vilfin no case be 
r;ospo~1ble for typogra_phal or other c~rt. but will reprint-that part of an 
~dvert•~ment an wha~h a typograplncal error · appears. if . noJifaed 
1mmed1ately. POSTMASTER: send· address changes to · TJw. New 
-Hampshire, ISi MUB. UNH. Durham, NH.03824. 11,000copiesperissue 
printed by Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine. · · · -





Thursday, November 18 
6:00 - 7:30 PM 
Devine Main Lounge 
Program Sponsored By 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
POLYESTER 
The hilarious comedy filmed 
in ODORAMA! Don't miss it! 
Scratch and Sniff Cards: 25ft 
Thursday, November 18 
Strafford· Room, MUB 
7 :00 and 9:30 p.m. 
Admission: $1.00 
Smelling -is Believing 
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ACADEMIC 
ADDITIONAL ENGLISH COURSES-
SEMESTER II- Literary Topics: 
595A-Sec. 1 Imagining the Present: Introduction 
. to literary study through the writings of the last 
. decade. Mr. Lindberg, Mondays and Wednesdays, . 
-Room 141, Hamilton .Smith, I to 2:30 p.m. 
5958-Sec. · 1 Advocacy Journalism: Study of 
journalists who take _sides.Contemporary · 
journalist will be considered. Mr. Merton, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, Room 141, Hamilton . 
Smith, 9:30 to 11 a.m. 
595C-Sec. I Introduction to Third World 
Literature: Course will · consider some of the 
Literature to come out of the Third World since the 
end of colonialism. Cesaire, Wolcott. Achebe, 
Naipaul, Garcia Marquez - ('82 Nobel Prize 
Winner). Mr. Siddall, Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays, Room 139, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 
noon. , 
LIBERAL ARTS ADVISING CENTER 
PRESENTATION: "What Could I Do With A 
Major In English?" Tues<Jay, Nov. 23, Merrimack 
Roon'l, Mc1nori4J Union, 1 to 2 p.n'l. _ 
CAREER 
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES 
WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Career Planning & 
Placement. Video tape, lecture and discussion for 
employment interviewing preparation. Tuesday, 
Nov. 16, Forum Room Library, 6 p.m. 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored by Career Plannin¥ & Placeme_nt. 
Students learn how they are commg across durmg 
on-campus interviews on a first come/first served 
basis. Thursday, Noy. 18, Room 203, Huddleston, 
I :30 to 4:30 p.m. 
EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS AND 
FINDING CAREER INFORMATION: 
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement, 
Counseling & Testing, and LA Advising Center. 
Thursday, Nov. 18, Main Lounge, Devine, 6 to 
7:30 p.m. 
RESUME CRITIQUE: -Sponsored ·by Career 
Planning & Placement. Students receiv~ feedback 
· on final draft resumes on a first-come ftrst-served 
basis. Friday, Nov. 19, Room 203, Huddleston, 
1:30-4:30 p.m. 
CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPT. A.S.C.E. 
SPEAKER: Gunther Greulich, Boston Survey 
. Consultants, will discuss a current surveying topic. 
Tuesday, Nov. 16, room 311 , Kingsbury, I p.m. 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday, 
Nov. 16, Strafford Room Memorial Union, 4:30-7 
p.m .. Membership: $IO/year, $6/4 months. 
ANIMAL INDUSTRIES CLUB MEETING: 
Chuck Miller from "Dream Street Halsteins". in 
NY will discuss selection and merchandising. 
Tuesday, Nov. 16, Room 202, Kendall, 7 p.m. 
U.S.- SOVIET RELATIONS LECTURE: 
Integrity from a Global Perspective. Sponsored by 
Society for Wholistic Living. Bruce Allyn, 
Harvard graduate student in Soviet Studies will 
speak. Tuesday, Nov. 16, Room 19, Hamilton -
Smith, 7:30 p.m. . 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING: All members 
please attend. Wednesday, Nov. 17, Room 318, 
McConnell, 6 p.m. . 
KEITH HAYWARD SIMULTANEOUS 
CHESS EXHIBITION: Hayward will take on all 
comers at once. Sponsored by Chess Club. 
Wednesday. Nov. 17 . room 53, H::tmitton Smith, 7 
·ourhain Bike 
. - . 
p.m. Chess equipment provided: -
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays, 
Memorial Union, 7 to I 1 p.m. 
SKI CLUB MANDATORY MEETING: . 
Important information about Jay Peak trip and 
fundraising. Wednesday, Nov. 17, Room 127, 
Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m. _ 
. SKI CLUB'S JAY PEAK TRIP SIGN-UPS: · 
Thursday, Nov. 18 and Tuesday, Nov. 23, ~alcony 
.:Table., Memorial Union, l l a.m. to 4 p.m. Sign-ups 
and deposits for Jay Peak trip on Dec. 3-5. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a n<;>minal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or 
stop by Room 2E Stoke. Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USHN personnel. A_ll c~ut_ses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
MICROCOMPUTER SEMINAR SERIES: 
Focuses on various aspects of microcomputers. 
Such topics as . hardware in ~asic system, 
peripheral equipment, o~eratmg syste~s, 
communications an4 application software. _ Pnor 
experience with mfcros would_ be ~elpful m 
understanding jargon, not essential. Fnday, Nov. 
19, 2 to 4 p.m. · · 
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE 
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER: 
"Responding to the Suicidal feeling of Othe~s"-
David Cross. Wednesday, Nov. 17, Schofield 
House, 7 p.m. · 
HETZEL HALL DANCE-A-THON _FOR 
N.H. KIDNEY FOUNDATION: Registration 
packets now_available ~tall area desks, the MUB, 
or contact Kim or Tern, Room 205, Hetzel Hall, 2- . 
1611. Dance to be held Feb. 4,5,6th. 
STUDENT JOB BOARD: A Student Job Board 
has been developed and is located outside the 
MUB Cafeteria. Information is posted for students 
about jobs available in Durham and the Se;a Co~st 
Area and how to apply for them. Potential 
employers may call 862-1524 f~om 8:30_ to 4:30, 
Monday thru Friday, for more mformat1on. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Sponsored by 
Iner/ Environmental Conservation Majors. Time 
to elect a new E.C. Student representative and 
learn about opportunities in the field. Tuesday, 
Nov. 16, Room 303, James HalL 6:30 p.m. : 
THE BRAZILIAN INDIANS TODAY: 
Sponsored by · 1.nternation~l Pe~spective . 
Discussion will include tropical ram_ forest. · 
Tuesday, Nov. 16, Room 204, Horton Social 
Science, 7 p.m. 
STUDENT MENU ADVISORY COUNCIL 
,MEETING: Sponsored by Nutrition at Work, 
Wednesday, Nov. 17, Smalldiningroom,Stillings, 
4 p.m. 
UNH FLYING CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, 
Nov. 17, Room 207, Horton, 7 p.m. 
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY COALITION 
MEETING: Thursdax. Nov. 18, Room 146, 
Memorial Union, 6 p.m. -
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY'S GREAT 
AMERICAN SMOKEOUT: Sponsored by the 
consumer Board. Pledges will be taken for people 
to stop smoking as part of the Smokeout on 
Tuesday, Nov. 16 and Thursday, Nov. 18, Balcony 
Table Memorial Union, IO a.m. to 3 p.m. Students 
can aiso sign up for a stop-s~oking g_roup to be 
held later in month. For more mformat1on contact 
Steve Dieteman, Health Educator at 862-1987. 
19 Jenkins Court 
Durham- 868-5634 
- Pre Season Ski Sale 
Edsbyn No Wax Ski Package 
Exel Pole Leather Boot 
Individual Price $133 
· Package SALE Price $95.98 
Qther packages at similar savings 
1982 Demonstration & Display Bicycles 
. at up to 25% off regular price 
Layaway Plahs on all Items 
Hours: M-F 12-5 
Sat. 9-3 
·WATERMAN 
, _ jo-;tlnued froll! page 3) 
Among the four films - humpback whales that 
Waterman will show is The Sea annually migrate past the 
of Cortez, for which he received Hawaiian Island_ of Maui; and 
an Emmy award nomination. Theres an Eel in my B. C, and 
The film mainly documents exploration of diving around 
Benchley and Waterman's Bonaire in the Netherland 
encountet with schools of Antilles, including spotted ' , 
hammerhead sharks, but adds moray eels . 
the excitement of the "It's the type of evening that 
appearance of a half dozen anyone who goes will enjoy it," 
giant manta rays. One even says Waterfield. "It's really 
allowed a diver to ride on its fascinating for everyone, and 
back, which resulted in a Waterman is great." 
National Geographic article Admission is $5, and tickets · 
and a new book by Benchley. are available from the MUB 
The other three films include ticket office, the Phys. Ed. 
The Sinai Reefs, a look at some Department at the Field 
of the colorful corrals, deep _ House, and at .the door. The 
shipwrecks, and venemotis reef sho~ is sponsored the UNH 
fish of The Red Sea; Day of the Manne program. 
Wl:zJ1les, whic_h ~ncounters 
The UNH Bookstore Is pleased to announce 
NEW HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS 
8-5:30-Mon.-Fri. 
. . 10-4:30 Saturday c@ 
Why pay tulltrlce and waste gas? v 
25000 tltles at 20% off 11st price 
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·SAFETY 
( continued from page 1) 
information on what to -do if 
harassed or raped. 
· and the Dean of Students on." 
Office, are taking steps to The Department of Public 
· and involved . in what's going 
on." 
suspicious males in the area 
and that they take precautions 
like pulling down the shades at . 
night. 
A proposal for more self-
defense and assertiveness 
training work shops for women 
will also be available. 
combat this problem. Safety is working to curtail any 
On Sunday, President assaults on campus. Detective 
Handler spoke to the Student Richard Bates warns that . 
Senate. When asked to · ·women have, "To stay away 
comment on the rapes -00 from areas that are unlit and 
_campus, she said, "We are use the escort service." 
· He requested that women let 
the authorities know about any 
~•services to victims, the 
third area, is being handled by 
"a team of women volunteers 
· who are on call 24 hours a day," 
Schroeder said. 
These counselors can be · 
reached by calling dispatch at 
2- I 2 I 2 and asking to talk to a 
rape counselor. _ 
Counselors will even come to 
the v1cttm 's -house to provide 
legal and medical help. 
Schroeder emphasized that 
calling a counselor, "In no way 
obligates the woman to report 
the incident. The cqunselmg 
and Testing Center offers a 
Support/ Discussion Group on 
rape and sexual assault. 
"There is a great deal of in-
service training for staff about 
dealing with rape victims A lot 
of groups already knew, but 
this training pulled us 
together," said Schroeder. 
The Sexual Harassment and 
Rape Prevention Committee, 
(SHARP) , involving the 
Department of Public Safety, 
Health Services, Kool-Aid , 
Residential Life, Campus 
Chaplains, the Womens Center 
aware of three rapes." "Since we've had 'the 
Another problem she problems, we've been stepping 
discussed was "Alleged rapes up patrols, "he said. These 
when young women have patrols have been singling out 
refused to come forward." She areas like the ravine and female 
added that there are a number residence halls more frequent-
of instances where some · ·ly. . 
women have been harassed and He said they're,"trying to get 
not raped. the campus community aware 
In response to the situation, we 're out there more and to 
Handler said . she has been catch some of these people. We 
discussing steps to be taken "to want to give women more 
discourage attacks on young confidence about walking out 
women." . at night. You can't ignore it or 
"What we see on campus is shut yourself up and worry 
no different than what's about it. Help the campus · 
happe-ning around the problem and help yourself." 
country , " Handler said. Bates said his main objective 
Handler emphasized the use oi is to "get e_<:_ople m0re __ aware 
the escort service and the 
lighting on campus, as places 
where things can be done "to 
assist the total community 
before something happens." 
She said that she will make 
known suggestions within the 
next few weeks. For now she 
said "we can only do something 
if we are aware of what is going 
Thrift Shop 






selling good used 
clothing for 
men; women and 
children 
( continued from page 1) 
with her, Handler only said 
UNH's next president should 
be able to "appoint his own 
staff". 
She said she "clearly" won't 
be taking her whole cabinet 
with her. . There has been 
speculation recently that Hose · 
and other top University 
officials may leave when 
Handler does. 
-iEXPLORING TEACHING 
An- Introductory Course Open to All 
~ Students - _ 
MEETS ELECTIVE REQUIRE~ · 
MENT-4 CRED_ITS 
Educatio~ .SOO provides students ·· w_lth FIELD 
EXPERIENCE-5 hours per week in a local school. This 
course is a unique opportunity · for students:_ it off en a 
change of pace as well a~ a stimulating. challengin1 
lcorniag ~xpcricncc! 
Students must pre-register for Education 500 
' . : Education. Department. 
~- FOil. MORJ INFORMATION~ ORTO?REREGtSTElt. -CONT ACT: 
M'Alt-Y .1,0 KELLEY IN THE EDUCATION DEPT .. MORRl~L 
. _.. . - A L llM_ 206. . . . . 
Workshop 
Liquor and Your Loua LIia ~ 
November 18 at 7:30 p.m. 
in Devine Recreation Room 
Brina uour Friends! 
~ 
?1 
" ·' ~c'· 
--------------------------------
PERMALENS® 





• Permalens contacts 
•Leris care kit & carrying case 
•Instructions 
•All scheduled follow-up care 
at 
Lunette -Optique 
466 Central A venue · 
Dover, N.H. 03820 
749-2094 
Daily Wear Soft Contacts still 
only $99. 
, Ask Your Doctor 
For Your Eyeglass Prescription and .. . 
CALL Today For Your No Obligation 
In Office Trial! 
200fo Student and Senior Citizen discounts 
• do not apply on Contacts or Sales 
-·- c-... - -- -- -- --· . - -:-
Bausch & Lomb Ray Bans® 
- arid Carrera® Sungla~es 




























- I ~ "'  
Breakfast Sandwich or 
Platter at 1 /2 Price 
Please present coupon to cashier before 
ordering. Not to be used with any other coupons 
or offers. Limit one coupon per customer. 
Void where prohibited by law. 




Nov. 23, 1982 
I 
I 
I I Breakfast Sandwich or 
1 Platter at 1 /2 ':'rice 
I Please present coupon to cashier before _ ordering. Not to be used with any other coupons 
I or offers. Limit one coupor) per customer. Void where prohibited by law. 
I 
I Offer good at 
I BurgerKing 
I Durham N.H. 
I 
I 
Good until · 
Nov. 24- · 
Dec. 1, 1982 , 
i-'M109 




THAN TWO INCOMES. 
. If you have at least two years of college left, they can be over 
$6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and Army ROTC 
at the same time, you earn two incomes-over $100 a month 
as a Reservist, and$ lOQ a month as an ROTC Cadet. You graduate 
from ROTC a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserve 
as an Army officer. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Pro--
gram. By joining the Army Reserve now, you can take your 
paid initial entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for 
Advanced ROTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities, 
and cross-enrollment schools. If-you'd like to learn more, stop by 
or call. 
ARMY RESERVE. 
BE ALL VDU 
CAN BE. 
U.S. Army Recruiting Station 
5 Locust Street 
Dover, NH 038.20 
749-0411 
KARL'S 
(continued from page 1) __ _ 
week; that's 40 hours. Then add · - "He talk~ to people; makes 
ten hours for Friday night and !hem teel hke s<;>mebody, not 
another IO for Saturday night; JU~t ~. number hke at Burger 
that's 60. Kmg. . . 
Then figure an average of Karl has special hngos and 
three hours of prep work a day nicknames for customers. 
before he gets to campus and He takes good care of the 
that's 81 hours a week. hockey players. He has a 
And he's been at it for 18 backdoor for his special 
years. 
· If the food's enough to 
attract customers, Karl's 
personality is the spice that 
keeps them coming back. 
customers (about 200 in all) to 
climb in and keep him 
company while they wait for 
their food. 
Birthday boys and girls are 
given a free cheeseburger or 
half-price sub. And at the end 
of each semester Karl has a 
According to Dean 
Georgopalos, a sophomore 
who works for Karl one night a 
week, Karl makes everyone feel 
at home. 
KARL'S, page 9 
Dissatisfied with Senior Portraits?? 
Come see us. 
CJ?JCHARDS01V 
PHOTOQRAPHIC SERVICE 
-Night and weekend appointments available 
-Off Central A ve.--near Kari-Van stops 
-Sittings before Thanksgiving; Photos ready for 
Christmas 
!e @Ide <liourt ~ouse 
Weit ~etond ~ired 
~oner, , efu ~ampsqire 03820 
Jqone 603 742-4211 
Variety is the Spice of Life 
at 
Young's Resturant & Coffee Shop 
48 Main St , Durham, N.H. 
From breakfast till lunch and thru dinner 
you c~n enjoy over I 00 selections from our menu. 
These selections are served promptly and pleasantly 
by our most competant and experienced staff. 
At Young's 
You enjoy fast & friendly service in a 
relaxing family atmosphere.--Soups, Chowders, 
Beef Stew, Muffins, Pastries, All Homemade. 
SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK 
11/ 15/82 thru 11/23/82 
served 6:00am-11 :30am 
2 eggs, any style, toast, homefries butter 
and jelly. 99¢ 
Buy one hamburger at regular price--
second one at half price. 
from 4:30pm-7:00pm-2% off all dinners. 
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KARL'S 
( continued from page 8) 
-"~pecials night" with deals proud of her father. cook when he's at home. 
including three hamburgers for "He works quite a bit and But he does treat the family 
a dollar arid free fries with each does more than anyone else I to an annual Valentine's Day 
p11rchase~ , ___ _ know," she said. dinner. 
"I think I'm good for at least . students can continue to eat, · 
five more years, then I'll take it drink and be merry with their 1 
yearly from then on," he said. · own tradition - Karl, King of 
_ So for the time being, UNH_ -~!he_g_~ad. _ .,. 
· For one reason or another, Karrye and her sister Kristi, "We like his food the best," 
Karl's customers remain loyal: 11, stock the canned .goods, said Kristi, who cari eat three Send Y<?Ur ho_r,ie_y_ a 
"Forthe price, you can't beat rolls and soda each night. cheeseburgers at one sitting. k • . THE 
it," said junior Andy Gistas. Karl says his wife Sue is the And even 8-1/2 ~onth old super COO le COOKIE 
"He's just always there when mastermind behind the whole Jennie munches an occasional I for Christmas! ~ JAR 
1
_ 
you're hungry," said junior operation. She doe~ much of grinder roll with her two new 
Laurie Lash. the cooking and all of the book teeth. . Main Street at _The Lau_nder_E__'!'!~r:.- _ 1 .&.'f 1".I~ 
Junior Beth Howley added, work. Karl has lived in Dover since ._ •-------------.------..... --11111111111iiiiiiiiii.iiiii..a .... ..---..-... ..-
"his personality makes it; he's "I never see the money," Karl he was six years old. : .-.... iiiiiiiiii ... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii119iiiiii&iiiilii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"' 
always happy.,, said. "She gives me 'ten bucks a· He got into the business at l .5 C. _ P, H.QrO _  CO.PY° __ , ... --- --· - -, \,,'l·i_-
Not only does Karl have week beer money, and that's age 15 working weekends for , 
loyal customers, but he has a it," his brother Fritz, who operates . 






g all nightd, t~e · a truck on the other side of -~ } 8~ X 11,, 1 _ L 1 lS aug ter, arrye, , lS c ast t mg_ ar_ Wc!_nts_t__9 _0 l~ -- campus. , · · __, -:--r-
- --- - - . Asforthefuture,Karlhasno , CAMPUS COPY. 47 Main-St. 868-=i450 1 · 
ESCORT 
(continued from pAgo 1) 
Junior Kate Moran said, "I 
probably wouldn't think to call when I want, where I want." 
one. It wouldn't occur to me." Other students were more 
. Many students feel that they receptive to using the escort 
just don't need an esc.9rt. . ~ _ ~~r_yj~e,_ ~~ - iHu~!ra!~d by _th~ 
·-- · -·· juriior expfafoed ; · "f - feel - number of escorts performed · 
confident without an escort. I this semester. A Freshman said 
don't worry because I live right that she would use it if she 
in town." couldn't get a ride home. "I 
"I've always walked alone, work very late and some times 
said senior Meg Western. "I when I can't get a ride home I'd 
feel like it's my righ_t to walk feel a lot safer." 
_- NIGHT .GRILL· _· 
SPECIAL 
HQt Dog 
Fries & Soda 
$1.00 . 
Available at the 'MUB' s Night Grill 
along with Sandwiches, Grinders, 
Hamburgers, and a lot more.· 
OPEN: ly'londay tt:uou~h T~ursday 
4PM - 7:30PM 
definite plans to retire. L.----------.... -.-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii-.. _______ •· •· ~ .. 




This 16 ounce drinking glass, 
handsomely embossed with the 
University of New Hampshire Seal, 
is available at the Durham 
BURGER KING 
While supplies last, order a 
Whopper, French Fry and a 
regu lar sized iced drink ... 










May Be Expensive . . . 
But Furnishing Your Apartment 
Doesn 't Have To Be! 
We s..,y and Sell Used F..,rnit..,,e 
LOOKING FORWARD TO A CAREER IN ADVERTISING/SALES? 
Get some experience in the field now! 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is now accepting 
applications for the position of 
ADVERTISING ASSOCIATE 
Pick up applications in Room 108 MUB 
Deadline Nov. 17th 
APPLY NOW! 
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Editorial 
What we missed • ID Vietnam 
Words spoken at the Vietnam Veterans' 
Monument in Washington this weekend carry 
a frightening reminder of what war is all about. 
And most of today's college students, who 
aren't really part of the Vietnam generation, 
need that reminder. 
relatives who served; some may remember the died." 
death that ~!_~~ck their [c3:.mily. _______ _ 
Today's college students are often called 
apathetic. They are contrasted with college 
students during the Vietnam War. The war ~ 
meant little to today's college students: back 
then, they didn't read newspapers or 
magazines or talk politics. Some may have had 
But the numbers of casualties read on the 
evening news meant nothing. Well, the 
numbers have been changed to names-57,939 
of them--listed on the black granite monument 
in Washington, and comments about those 
names we saw in The Boston Globe this 
weekend bring part of the Yietna1_11 War back. 
And about another: "I was with him when he 
got shot. We were driving in a truck together 
and he caught it in the neck." 
People died in Vietnam; people came home 
without arms or legs; people still cannot hear a 
h~licopter without trembling; people stayed 
here and lost friends and relatives. 
People like us, who spent the Vietnam years 
am:nding ekmemary school, learning sports, 
and chewing gum, should spend a few minutes 
thinking about what we missed. 
"There's Jackie," said one man as he pointed 
out a name. "I got a letter from him the day he 
Letters 
Jud Board 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in reference to the 
judicial action taken against me on 
September 23, 1982 by Dean 
William Kiddh. I write this letter 
because, according to the Rights 
and Rules of the University, I have 
no formal recourse to his decision 
if the Appeals board refuses to 
allow my case to be heard. I have 
two complaints which I believe this 
University must address if it is to 
maintain its image of an impartial 
judicial system. 
At no point in tile entire judicial 
proceedings was I allowed an open 
hearing. Whether justifiably or 
not, I am sure most students 
believe that an accused student is 
allowed to face the full Jud board if 
he wants. The Rights and Rules 
explicitly state that it is the 
student's right to request a hearing 
officer instead of the Jud board. 
However, most students do not 
know that the Dean of Students 
can force judicial action to be in 
front of a hearing officer. I can 
understand this in the case of rape 
or sexual harassment where the 
victim's rights must also be 
protected. However, I was charged 
by Computer Services, an entity 
which certainly does not warrant 
protection via private hearings. 
The incident report submitted 
by Computer Services against me 
and the charges ultimately brought 
against me differ considerably. 
The technical nature of the original 
accusation would be inappropriate 
for such a letter as this. However, I · 
was finally charged, not with 
mucking with the University 
computer, but knowing who did it. 
I never said I knew who did it. I 
said I had a hunch. Anything I 
could have said further would have 
been hearsay. Nevertheless, Dean 
Kidder believed a hunch was 
substantial enough to find me 
guilty of 12.7-7, Deliberate actions 
serving to protect or encourage 
violators. Had I realized my 
attempt to help Computer Services ' 
find the guilty party would cause · 
~~ to be put . on diciplinary ... 
probation until I graduate, I assure in protest of the execution of 
you, I would have said nothing at 20,000 people and the detention of 
all. ' 50,000 political prisoners that has 
At a later meeting with Dean been going on in that country. 
Kidder, I stated that I believed that That information was contained in 
I was getting "the shaft." Dean a small paragraph on page IO of 
Kidder stated that I was bound to the Globe. 
see a lot of that in life. Isn't the With·out giving more examples, 
University Judicial system · I hope I have illustrated my point. 
specifically · set up to prevent Let's stop this double standard of 
people from getting the shaft? reporting the news. The taking ·of 
For the above reasons, I civillian hves is a crime of equal 
consider Dean Kidder's decision a magnitude, no matter who 
farce, and any further harassment commits it. Let the press keep this 
by Computer Services or · the in mind ~hen they do their work. 
University judicial system will be Bret Wirta 
answered in court. 
Sincerely, 
Christopher M. Caldwell 
Beruit 
To the Editor: 
We all felt very angry when we . 
heard the story of the killing of I 
innocent civillians at the : 
Palestinian refugee camps in 
-Beruit. But how many of you felt 
the same outrage two weeks ago 
when you heard that 200 civilians 
were killed or seriously injured in a 
Soviet backed bombing raid on a 
public market place near Kabul, 
. the capital of Afghanistan'? What 
bombing raid you say? Do you 
mean to say you missed the Sept. 
30th Boston Globe article on it? It 
was right there on page 23 along 
with the daily TY schedule .. Surely 
you caught the few· sentenc·es your 
favorite newscaster spoke on the 
tragedy that night. (Maybe you'll 
hear more about it when the 
· Soviets set up a high level 
government commission to 
investigate the matter.) 
Th~ point I would like to make is 
this: Why does the american press 
apply such a doub~e ~tan.fl_~r.:d when 
reporting many world wide 
events?During the downfall of the 
Shaw·s rule m Iran, hardly a day 
went by when we didn't see feature 
story after feature story on the 
government's atrocities committed 
against his own people. But last 
week on October 7th a high level · 
diplomat of the Khomeni 
government d.efected to Sweeden 
Rape 
To the Editor: 
We, as representatives of the 
residents of Gibbs Hall, are 
concerned about the problem of 
sexual harassment, more 
specifically rape, on campus. We 
feel awareness is the key to 
resolving this problem. Although 
there have been reports of specific 
incidents, we feel these reports 
have failed to make the individual 
student realize the dangers of 
walking alone on campus and the 
surrounding area. 
While measures have been taken 
to improve lighting on many parts 
of campus, why can't this be taken 
a step further-i.e., increase the 
visibility of campus police. An 
officer on foot patrolling campus 
would be more effective in detering 
a potential rapist than one driving. 
on well-lit roads. The available 
information regarding sexual 
harassment and the precautions 
one can take is not being 
distributed effectively on campus. 
.,. We must have increased awareness 
of the services available such as 
escort services, rape prevention 
and self-defense clinics. We in 
Gibbs Hall are currently forming a 
Quad escort service and we 
encourage other dorms to follow 
us. We must have student 
involvement to make this campus 
safe for ourselves and our friends. 
Colleen Gibbons, President 
Gibbs Hall House Council 
Writing . letters to the Editor Custodians 
Letters tu the Editor .for j 1uhlication in The New Hampshire 
must be signed and no longer than two pages t_1ped, double spaced. 
. Le tiers mar he brought to Room 151 in the MU B, or mailed to: 
Editor, ihe New Hampshire. Room I 51, MU B, UN H, Durham. 
JY_lf. _0382_4. 
To the Editor: 
We are writing in response to the 
article concerning the contracting 
of our custodial services which 
appeared in The New Hampshire. 
We, the residents of the Upper 
Quad, would like to bring up a 
number of points related to this 
issue. 
l) We feel that said contraction 
of these services would be 
detrimental to the general upkeep 
of the dorms._ 
2) After weekends without 
cleaning services it is readily 
apparent that these services are 
necessary and valid in their use. 
3) We have paid for our room 
and board with the understanding 
that we would receive adequate 
custodial services and we feel it is 
unethical to curtail these services. 
4) As it stands now., bathrooms 
are cleaned daily. Does the 
University have such disregard for 
its own practices that it will alter 
· · them to merely save money? 
5) We understand that the 
custodial staff would be forced to 
take a substantial salary cut which 
is a great injustice after their many 
years of fine service. 
Although one looking from the 
outside might feel that the 
maintaining of acceptable 
standards of cleanliness could be 
done on a less frequent basis, we 
feel differently. No outside 
contractor will have the personal 
investment in each of our fleors 
that our present custodial staff has. 
These people respond to our needs. 
and take pride in providing us with 
safe and sanitary conditions. It is 
disheartening to think that along 
with overcrowded housing which 
contributes to a need for increased 
services that we might in fact face a 
cutback in services. When it comes 
to health standards this is 
unacceptable. 
We hope that the Board of 
Trustees witl seriously consider 
these points before making a final 
decision. We encourage other 
dorm residents to voice their 
opinions because we will all feel the 
effects if this policy is enacted. 
. Sincerely, 
The Upper Quad Council 
Angry? 
Write a letter. 
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The opportunity • ID space 
By: Bert J. Bingel 
The Space Program has come a long way 
since I 961 when President Kennedy 
committed this country to being the first to the 
moon. His words were the catalyst that focused 
our ingenuity anc;l • determination on that 
incredibly complex task. We have benefited 
greatly from the years of research . and 
development. The space program made jobs, 
advances . in old technologies and produced 
some new technologies. All the scientific 
information garnered about ourselves and the 
universe we live in is incalculable. We enjoy the· 
prestige of being the first and only country to 
visit the moon. 
Opportunity is again knocking. Above us. 
cruising "the final frontier", is the space shuttle 
Columbia. We now have the key for opening 
up the doors of space. The Columbia is the 
world's first practical, reusable space craft (the 
X-15 was actually the first but can't be 
. compared) capable of taking payloads and 
· crews aloft and returning them to earth. 
Columbia has proved herself to be safe and 
reliable. 
The fruit is ready for picking. What we need . 
now is a commitment, by the present 
administration, to utilize our new technology 
to it's fullest; to conquer space. We should start 
with a permanent orbiting space station. (Do 
you know the Soviets already have one?) A 
space station large enough to be permanently . 
habitable and able to sustain some form of 
lar~ge _ scal~_!__~~earcl! or industry. 
There is nothing wrong with exploiting 
space. Man exploits everything: ~ither 
blatantly or subtly. We just have to be careful 
this time and not screw up space as badly as we 
have this planet. Maybe, out in space, we'll 
learn how to correct our mistakes down here. 
All of us would benefit from a stepped up 
space program. There would be jobs; it takes 
people to develop the software and build the · 
hardware. Related businesses would flourish 
from increased shuttle demands. A functioning. 
space station could be used as factory for drugs 
or rare alloys and it could be used as a platform 
for looking deeper into space and monitoring 
our world. 
There are military implications as well. By 
putting a space station up, we are obligated to 
protect it. New technologies begat new 
weapons and man is still a warring race. Right 
now we h~ve the edg~ in defense from space, 
let's keep it. 
So what is holding everything up? The 
, bottom line-money. In comparison to the 
defense budget, the space program is but a 
mote of dust. It's less expensive now; reusable 
. is cheaper. If the shuttle is to be used for 
military purposes (you know it will be) 'it 
should be getting a larger pi~ce of :the pie.If · 
government doesn't want to lay out for the 
majority of the project, industry and big . 
business better pick up the ball. With so much . 
to gain, someone should want to make a solid 
investment. Let's not blow this opportunity.. ·:
1 
. Bert J. Binge/ is a columnist for The New · 
Hampshire. 
New Hampshire's 'stupid pledge' 
By: David Moore . 
He said it election night in his concession 
speech. And others said it, too. Already it's the 
conventional wisdom: it was his failure to take 
the pledge, "that stupid pledge" as Gov. Hugh 
Gallen called it, that caused him to lose the 
election. 
. Governor-elect John Sununu, however, 
disputes that idea. "That pledge itself is not an 
absolute filter," he said in a post-election 
interview on Channel 11 's New Hampshire 
Journal. Rather the pledge was part of a 
"Package'' in which the challenger was seen as 
more competent than the incumbent to 
manage the state's financial affairs. 
Sununu is right, at least partially. The pledge 
was not the.key to his victory and Gallen might 
well have won had he addressed the relevant 
issues. But after Thomson filed his . 
independent candidacy, the Gallen ·campaign 
couldn't move fast enough to run against 
Thomson and link him with Sununu. Because 
of Gallen 's landslide victory over Thomson in 
1980, that tactic apparently seemed a sure-fire 
bet. But the tactic failed because it did not 
address the concerns of the electorate. 
In a survey of voters conducted by the UNH 
Poll one week before the election, more than 
eight voters in 10 cited some aspect of the 
. state's economy as the problem they would 
most like to see the governor and legislature do 
something about. Yet, .Gallen 's TV ads 
attempted to link Sununu with Thomson on 
the issues of hazardous waste, nuclear power 
and the equal rights amendment-issues which 
simply didn't matter .very much to the voters 
this year. 
Voters were concerned about economic 
issues, but what they heard from Gallen in that 
area were mostly defensive. references to "tax 
reform." Ironically, the proposal for tax 
reform, as a justification for not taking the 
· pledge, was an admission that something was 
seriously wrong with the state's economy. This 
admission fit in well with Sununu's campaign 
theme that something was wrong in the state, 
but that whatever was wrong could be fixed 
primarily with better fiscal management. 
Meanwhile, Gallen was spending hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in his TV ads running 
against Thomson-Sununu on noneconomic 
issues. 
· Gallen would have been far better advised to 
attack Reaganonics rather than Thomson--to 
point to the recession and federal cuts as the 
primary cause of the state's financial problems 
and attempt to link ·sununu to Republican 
economic policies. That would have alienated 
Republicans, of course, but no more than what 
happened anyway. 
Almost' 89 percent- of the Repulicans voted 
for Sununu and somewhat more Democrats 
voted for Gallen. Thus, the battleground for 
the election was among the independents. And 
the decisive difference between Gallen 's close 
victory in 1978 and his loss in 1982 was among 
this group of voters--Gallen received 15 
percent more independents than Thomson in 
1978; this year Sununu won the majority of the 
independents. 
For this group of voters, the broad~based 
tax issue was not decisive in the vote for 
governor. In the past two years there has been a 
dramatic increase in the support given by New 
Hampshire voters to a state sales and income 
tax and today about as many independents 
support a state sales _tax as oppose it. 
Moreover, among these independents, Sununu-
voters and Gallen voters differ only slightly in 
their views about broad-based taxes. The big 
difference between Sununu voters and Gallet} 
voters in this group was whether or not they 
- perceived Gallen as the one to blame for the 
state's financial problems. 
Had Gallen tried to convince more 
independents that Reaganomics was the 
culprit and that Republican Sununu reflected 
the same economic philosophy that caused the 
problems, a view Gallen believed anyway, he 
may well have won. Cer~ainly the outcome 
would have been closer, for that strategy would 
at least have addressed the economic concerns 
of the voters in a way that the Thomson 
strategy did not. 
In short, while Gallen 's refusal to take the 
pledge told voters that there were economic 
problems in the state, that alone did not ensure 
his loss. It was Gallen's failure to adequately 
address the, reasons why he felt reform was 
necessary that opened the door to Sununu. The 
challenger agreed that there were some 
problems but they were due primarily to 
Gallen 's incompetence. And on that issue of 
incompetence, not the pledge, Sununu won a 
majority of the independent--and the 
opportunity to serve as New Hampshire's next 
governor. 
David Moore, associate professor of political i 
science, is co-director of the UNH Poll and a 
frequent commentator on voting trends in the 
Granite State. 
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DECEMBER 1982 
DEGREE CANDIDATES 
- ------ ---·-·A list·-of·aH-students who have-Jilled ·an: ____ -
intent-to-graduate card for the December 
1982 graduation is now posted on the 
bulletin board · in the basement of · 
Thompson Hall. If you plan to graduate 
in' December and your name is NOT on 
the list please come in to Rm. 8-A, · 
Thompson Hall at once. 
COMMENCEMENT DECEMBER 18 th, 
· 10:30 A.M. 
It's GARFIELD WEEK at 
·. 20o/o OFF 
The BOOK 'N CARD LOFT 





AND OUR HUGE SELECTION 
OF STUFFED GARFIELDS 
- -
Plus ... with each Garfield Purchase, register to win a 
really big stuffed Garfield - retail $250.00! 





People who are inteiviewing with 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
Wednesday, 17 November,, 7:00 p.m 
Elliott Alumni Center 
Refreshments 
I j J J l ..I • .__ f ( .J Jl fl _, _, ,.,. • .. • • A • ;lo - L ~ 
~ ..... -.-- -·---·~--- --•1---- ... # .. - ~ ~.- ~ 
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Arts &~:Fe,atures 
· Pat Metheny Group plays 
. -
a brilliant show · Sund(!,y 
By Mark Webster 
- Pat Metheny these days 
seems able to do no wrong. 
Following a triumphant 
Saturday night show in Boston 
which the guitarist classified as · 
. "one of this group's hottest 
nights," Metheny and his group 
flew through a brilliant 
marathon session here at the 
UNH Field House Sunday 
night. 
Metheny led his quartet 
(accompanied by "quest artist" 
Nana Basconcelos on 
percussion) through two and' 
three-quarter hours of nearly 
continuous music. The range 
and style of his playing would 
clearly allow him credit as this 
generation's virtuoso guitarist. 
From heavy chorded rock and 
roll, light fingered folk ballads, 
and then speed-demon blitzes 
of progressive fusion, Metheny 
continued his push for a 
limitless musical range. 
The set began with three 
classic numbers. "Phase 
Dance" immediately brought 
the crowd to life, featuring a _ 
fast-paced cohesive group 
effort highlighted by 
keyboardist Lyle Mays 's 
strong-handed solo on piano 
and resonant synthesizer · 
playing on the finish. 
Metheny floored the crowd 
with his lead-in solo to Keith 
Jarrett's "The Wind-Up". 
Accompanied only by 
Vasconcelos on rattles, 
Metheny tore o.ver the fret 
board with blinding speed, 
covering every string in each 
position before climbing to a 
different location where the 
onslaught could take on new 
color. As Steve Rodby joined 
in on upright Bass, Metheny's 
guitar became a third rythym 
instrument, with melody barely 
appearing as a background 
texture. Finally, ·he came back 
to the song, and carried the 
band through a delightful 
rendition, with Metheny 
covering Jan Gabarek's 
original saxophone part on his 
hollow bodied electric guitar. 
"April Joy" featured a solo 
on electric bass by Rodby that 
highlighted a melodic, bluesy 
touch. Metheny stuck to a 
traditional version of this old 
number. 
After an untitled new song 
that again featured pleasant, 
melodic hooks and a straight-
forward, lyrical approach, the 
group hushed the crowd with 
several progressive pieces that 
played upon intricate rythmic 
arrangements. 
"Six and Eleven", a new 1 
compostion, featured Rodby _ 
rambling up and down the long 
neck of his stand-up bass. 
Metheny played counterposing 
lines on a guitar that was 
hooked up to a synthesizer, 
making it sound like a trumpet. 
Only the incessant drumming 
_ of Dan Gottlieb seemed to keep 
things in focus, as he dictated 
changes with rolls and cymbal 
splashe~. . 
The next two numbers 
featured a Latin touch, with 
Brazilian Vasconcelos going 
through a full range of 
percussive objects while 
Metheny continued to digress 
on the guitar. For the first time-
V as cons el o s also was 
highlighted on vocals; and the 
affect was transfixing. 
A slim, bearded man with a 
slight pot-belly, Vasconcelos 
moved with amazing fluidity at 
the microphone as he sang. His 
voice had a wind-like quality, 
soft and full, although ~apable 
of great sustain. He used an 
interesting technique of sliding 
away during held notes, 
backing off from the . 
microphone in order t_o vary 
the amplification. 
Metheny seemed totally 
enraptured during Vascon-
celos' vocal parts, playing high 
harmonies with his eyes 
squeezed shut and a wide-open 
. then snapping his neck back 
with every power chord.The 
s~ile appea~ed co_f!stantly. 
The Latin influence 
continued throughout · the 
middle section of the set, with a 
slight sidestep for Ornette 
Co Iman 's "Turnaround," 
which Metheny attributed to 
'the group's traditional jazz 
roots. Other roots were clear 
during Metheny's solo, as he 
broke into a couple bars of the 
Vcntu1c~' "Wipe om:· 
Vasconcelos brought out his 
Berimbau for an untitled 
number. The bow-like · 
instrument raised the 
curiosity of the crowd,leading 
one particularly amusing 
person to break _\i'~~.f_o_n~el_o_f _ 
..... 
experimental instrument, a 
digital guitar which runs 
through the electronics of Lyle 
Mays' Synclavier 2 synthesizer. 
Metheny seems excited 
about the prospects of this 
instrument. "There's a limitless 
number of sounds you ·can get 
from it," he said after the show. 
He added that he still isn't 
comfortable with it; "It's very 
inhibiting, it's too easy to 
touch ... there's no resistance. so 
it all depends on how you play-
it.,, 
Nonetheless, the affect was 
tot.ally satisfying on "James." 
Metheny played duet with 
Rodby, whose acoustic bass 
provided a warming contrast to 
the liquid, chime-like quality of_ 
Pat Metheny shows intense concentration during one of his innovative solos during last 
. Sundays concert. (Tim Skeer photo) · 
grin splitting his face. •· concentration by hollering Metheny's instrument. An 
Throuphout _the show, "What is it?" equally interesting affect was 
Metheny s physical perfor- With Nana beating a rythym somewhat accidental. Due to 
mance was almost as delightful off the wire, then the shaft and the cement walls of the field 
as t_he music. A ~outhful- gourd· of this instrument, house, the bright sounds were 
looking 28 year old with WIIJ, Metheny competed with more reflected in an echo that gave 
shoulder-length brown hair, high SJ>eed rumblings, again the sensation of thousands of 
Metheny's . movement corres- displacing melody. Vasconcel- sparrows sitting in the eaves 
ponded with each note he os,created most of the musical The echo - affect became 
playe~ and reflected the texture with shivering soun·d increasingly dominant on "As 
according _moo~ of the song. affects from the wire and Wichita Falls, "This apocalypt-
On the qmet pieces, he wo~ld I echoing vocals that traveled -ical epic features synthesized 
. bend far ove_r, face S?mber with around the room and built on helicopter sounds and war-like 
conc~ntration, _his mo~th themselves. explosions by Mays while the 
breaking out a smile everyhme Methany returned to his rest of the band fades in and 
a sweet note was found. Forthe lyrical nature on a song entitled out. The whole building 
more hectic playing, Methen_y "James" (inspired by a James seemed to shake at the peak of 
would cro~ch forward, . his Taylor melody). For this tune the noise, and Mays was able to 
head bouncing ang s_waymg, . Metheny brought out an creatively use the swirl of the 
buildings' echo to match the· 
synthesizer patterns. 
The group finished up the 
show with a- return to the 
buoyant, fast pace of the 
leading songs. On "San 
Lorenzo", Gottlieb was 
featured with frenetic 
drumming . while Metheny 
hammered away at some of his 
simpler chording. Rodby 
stepped forward for a funky 
elec_tric h~ss solo, complete 
with Disco-thumb slaps. 
Following a rowdy five-
minute standing ovation by the 
delighted crowd, the group 
grooved through a charged-up 
version of "Across the 
Heartland. "As on the other 
veteran Metheny numbers,. 
Vasconcelos added . a new 
- flavor to this song, playing a 
. tr~angle on the quiet parts, then 
shaking clumps of bells on the 
upbeat parts. While Gottlieb 
rose from his seat to play the 
ring of cymbals towering above 
his set, Metheny crouched in · 
, ecstacy over his guitar, his head 
held far back. 
The obligatory rendition of 
"American Garage" brought 
the show to a close at its' 
~ greatest peak. With Vasconcel-
os dancing up and down and 
shouting "Let's GO!," the 
crowd filled the aisles and 
pulsed. Rodby exhorted the 
band, spinning with his bass 
held high, while Mays came to 
life behind the keys, sliding 
underneath and shakin' in true -
Jerry Lee Lewis fashion. 
After,Metheny appeared 
calm and relaxed, although 
quite pleased with the 
performance. - Affable and 
gracious, he still had a sparkle 
in his eye at 12:30. 
Asked about his composi-
tions, Metheny stated 
that," ... You never know when 
a tune is going to snow up- ll 
could be at home, fiddling 
around on the road, 
anywhere ... " 
He pointed out that new 
songs are always germinating 
when he plays. "It happens on 
just about every tune, ... you 
know, each song_ has long 
· sections that are improvised; 
every song relies on someone 
having a good solo. That's the 
fun of being a Jazz guy, as 
opposed to rock or Pop or 
whatever- you can shape the 
evening depending on how you 
' feel." 
The only real evaluation 
· Metheny would make of his 
music was that each tune is 
original. "It's a very difficult 
: process for me to put it into 
words," he said. "Each tune · 
demands a separate way to play 
it ... The only rule we really have 
, is to make things sound 
musical." 
Clearly, with Metheny's 
talents, just about anything can 
sound musical. Sunday's show 
leaves one remarkable 
impression: Pat Metheny has 
hardly scratched the surface of 
his musical possiblilities . 
WRITE FEATURES 
IT'S A WAY 
" .. OF LIFE"!! 
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· Modern day UNH frontiersmen Show adventurous spirit still lives 
. By Sheri Francis 
The frontiersmen of early 
A~erican history such as Davy 
Crockett and Jim Bowie 
displayed qualities of 
adventure and fearless 
adventure and self dependence. 
These qualities are still found in 
two of UNH's students. 
John Noble, a junior 
Environmental Conservation 
major, and Pete Tubbs, a 
junior Zoology major left 
civilization behind on Oct. 5, 
1981 at 8:30 in the morning. 
They were heading to · 
Marquette, Michigan on Lake 
Superior in a small pick-up. : 
Once in Marquette, Noble 
and Tubbs set up a base camp. 
The base camp consisted of a 
camp trailer that had no 
electricity, no mnning water, 
and no heat. 
Noble and Tubbs then 
started to get ready for the 
season. "We scouted out .areas 
that we wanted to trap," said 
Noble on how they prepared 
for their adventure. A good 
area consisted of a proper 
habitat for the animals that are 
to be trapped. 
Noble and Tubbs trapped 
muskrats predominantly, but · 
also were able to trap fox and , 
other small game. They also 
hunted for deer and geese and 
'fished for salmon. 
The day was full of hard, 
vigorous work. Noble and 
Tubbs. were up before sunrise 
having deer steak and eggs for 
breakfast. After such a meal 
their days consisted of setting 
new traps , resetting and 
checking previouslr· set traps, 
cleaning the animals, scouting 
out new areas to trap, and 
moving the lines of their traps. 
''Time was of no meaning to • 
us. We just worked each day, 
said Noble. 
When asked why . they 
wanted to have such an 
adventure, . both Noble and , 
Tubbs said that they were sick 
of the atmosphere at school. 
They both loved to hunt and 
fish. They shared a love of the 
woods. Since coming to 
college, they hadn't been able 
to do much of the sport and 
they missed it. 
Noble said that, "I had to do 
this. We had to get it out of our 
systems--a dream of a life 
time." 
Both Noble and Tubbs 
thought that they would make 
some money on this venture 
tdo. That was what made it 
·.even more enticing. ~ 
The Fur Market was high in 
·January of 1980 when they 
_ s:t::1rted to plan these events . A 
muskrat pelt was going for 
$8 .00 a skin. They had two 
hundred traps between them 
and they had good trapping 
·ingenuity. 
When Noble and Tubbs got 
out to Michigan, though, they 
realized they were in for some 
· hard times. 
"Instead of seeing how much 
money we were going to make, 
we found ourselves looking to 
survive," Noble said . 
A series of unfortunate 
events led to their lost fortune. 
There were-a lot of trappers out 
that year, so there were less 
opportunities to catch. Some 
M ichigan inhabitants had 
started trapping before the 
season opened. 
seaso·n. The water froze over 
and the water-habitat animals 
became dormant. 
They did catch enough 
animals to survive on but not 
enough to make a ·profit. 
They both realized that they · 
were going to have to work 
hard, but their reasons had 
changed. 
They went through a values 
clarification. It was the simple 
. things that pleased them like· 
going to bed at 'night, eating 
dinner, and good conversation. 
"Society" seemed funny to 
them because they had away 
froin it all for a while. 
What did they get out of this 
adventure? Noble summed it 
up with, "Getting to know a 
different way of living, doing 
without a lot of things you 're 
used to and relying on new 
things. It taught us basic 
survival. Not just where you 're 
keeping yourself alive, but how 
to make a depressing situation 
into something funny. We had 
to do a lot of this." 
Both Noble and Tubbs have 
· seen better attitudes towards 
their studies since they returned 
this fall. 
Thinking back on losing a 
year· of school, Noble said that 
.. A lot of people have dreams of 
doing something special , 
different from what they're 
used to. They always talk about 
it , .but never do it. Pete and I 
.had a dream, a common dream, 
Pete Tubbs, left, and John Noble show some of their pelts. 
The Fur Market dropped the 
worth of the pelts by sixty per 
s._ent. They had bad __ weath~.r j n_ 
the critical first days to the 
even before we met each other 
at college, which was to say to 
hell with everything and just go 
out and live off the land by 
hunting and trapping." 
U.S. - SOVIET RELATIONS 




Harvard Student of 
Soviet Studies 




Society for Wholistic Living 
- SENATE 1 
~ ( continued from page 3) . 
The resolution will be 
presented at the Academic 
Senate meeting on December 
I st. 
In addition, concepts for the 
Women's Center, STVN and 
Cool Aid were discussed. 
The concept sets guidelines 
for an organization and acts as 
a foundation for their budgets 
reviewed in January of each 
year. 
All concepts are reviewed by 
SAFC before their final 
approval by the Student 
Senate. 
Senators agreed to pass two 
motions that will act as ground 
rules during the concept 
reviewing period. 
First, all concepts will 
automatically be tabled for ·one 
week and voted upon at the 
following meeting. 
The second motion states 
that a concept will not be 
introduced if a student 
representative from that 
organization is not present at 
the meeting. 
. These three concepts, have 
been tabled for one week, and 
will be voted upon for approval 
at next week's Senate meeting. 
In addition, concepts for the 
Student Press and WU NH-FM . 




NATIONAL PARK JOBS! 
Work and Play for Pay 
Parks hiring now! More than 
300 parks need thousands 
for seasonal/full time. All 
occupations. Summer in 
Alaska or Yellowstone. Win-
ter in Hawaii or Virgin Isles. 
Make new friends. Enjoy 
National Parks unspoiled 
beauty. Room/board furn-
ished. Secure a summer job 
now! Send $7 .00, Parks 
National Service, Box 2510, 
,Santa Ana, CA 92707. 
Name _______ _ 
Street _______ _ 
City _______ _ 
State ____ Zip __ 
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r'" CAROL'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE . .__ SIii . . . ,_ Typing of thesis, reports, manuscripts. 
"" • letters, etc .. Reasonable rates. Call 439-~==~=~~~~-----~-~==~'- 4141 anytime. Keep trying if no answer. 
HONDA ACCORD BY THE POUND - At Psychic Readin_gs/Life Pur_pose 
. $1 .50 ITS CHEAPER THAN STEAK. 1977 Counseling $10 for students $15 for 
Hatchback, Silver, 5 Speed, AM/ FM, others. Call Suzanne 868-5932. 
radials NO RUST! Honda Factory recall 
program replaced FENDERS, BEAM 
(engine support), $TAUTS (shocks) 
Structally like new. Plus a brand new 
exhaust system . Documentation 
available. 964-6470. 11 /19 
1973 DODGE DART Swinger w / slant 6 
engine. Red, Sporty 2 door w/vinyl top. 
Looks and runs great! New major parts 
and 4 new tires. Automatic w / power · 
steering. Ideal car for a, student. Only 
$995.00. Call 868-.1592 (days), or 868-
1250 (nights/weekends) 
Datsun 2402-1973/lvory white w ~th 
Burgundy interior. AM.FM stereo tape 
deck, Air conditioning, rear window 
defogger,4 ·speed. recently tuned, 
mechanically sound - $3500.00. Serious 
inquiries only. 868-9838 (Rm. 312) 
11 /19 
Toohnio q Ctor oo Cy.:,tom anu all 111y 
albums $450 or best offer. AM/FM 35W 
SA-300 Receiver, SL-D Turntable, SB-
4500A Speakers, all two years old - very 
good condition. Contact Tom O'Malley 
days 431-7755, can be seen at 14 
· Strafford House, Apt. 8-16 evenings after 
8:00. 11/19 • 
Home Stereo Equalizer, Paid $155 A'sking , 
$95. 868-9850, Andy Rm. 207. 
1976 DATSUN 8210 HATCHBACK, 
standard, one owner, 57000 miles. good 
running condition, some rust. $1400 Call 
e!!_nings 868-2081. Robert W. Leberman 
79 VW RABBIT Excellent condition and 
expertly maintained. One owner, 79,000 
miles. A bargain at $3,000 Firm. Eves: 
772-2940, DAYS: 862-2419 
1976 FLYMOUTH ARROW - Excellent 
condition, good gas mileage, uses regular 
gas, snow tires, AM/FM cassette stereo, 
-4 speed, standard, $1195. Call 868-2470 
· before 10 p.m. Ask for Allen. 
Sewing Kits save 30%-50% on top quality 
, down vests, mountain parkas, daypacks, 
tote bages, bike bags, comforters, others. 
No patterns - fabric pre-cut! Available 
mail-order or at our factory. Free 
brochure. Timberline Sewing Kits, Box 
126-U2, Clark St., Pittsfield, N.H. 03263. 
1973 Fender Telecaster Sunburst. ' 
Original Parts with Hard case. $350 Call 
Tim at 868-1603 
1972 Chevy Malibu $250 or 8.0 . 70,000 
miles. Needs a new radiator because of 
hit and run. Was running fine, new 
Batery, new plugs, and plug wires. Must . 
sell - need $ for DWI Fine. Called 868-
9872 or 868-9615 Asks for J.D. 
Women's Size 9 "Dusty Bucks" from ' 
Land's End. Never worn!! They sell for 
$38.00 but I'm asking $27 or best offer. ' 
Call 868-5332. 11 /19 
' Please! If you found my silver necklace . 
(w/rabbit penant) Call Barbara at 742-
1789. It means a great deal more to me 
than it does to you. I'll give you enough $ 
to purchase your own if you return it! 
OLYMPUS OM-10 35MM camera. A steal 
at $150.00 (Offer negotiable) call Jon at 
436-0153 or 742-6359. 
Advance/Reynolds C2 three way 
speakers- Handles up to 150 watts. 
Excellent Sound- excellent speakers. 
35x14x12. $800 value will part with for 
$400. If you would like more info. or to 
hear them call 868-1904 weeknights and 
ask for M ike. 
1976 Ford Pinto Wagon light blue, 4 
cylinder- standard 65,000 miles rear frost 
.defogger, right side sport mirror. Reliable, 
starts in Winter. Asking $1 ,200 call 
between 9:00-10:00 pm 659-2601 Geni 
1972 Chevy Malibu,$250 or 8 .0 .79,000 
miles. Neeas a new radiate; because of 
hit and run. Was runing fine, new battery, 
new plugs, and plug wires. Must sell --
need $$ for DWI fine. Call 868-9872 or 
868-9615 and ask for J .D.11 / 19 
1974 Porsche 914 2 liter. New paint, 
battery ss ltr. boxer $3900. Very good 
condition. Call 964-6636.11 / 19 
NORTH CONWAY CONDO: Located in the 
historic Eatstern Slope Inn in downtown 
North Conway, close to downhill and 
cross-country skiing. 2 rooms, sleeps six, 
full kitchenette, color TV, maid service, 
linens included ... Available Dec. 24 
through Jan 7, one or two weeks. Call 
436-5798, evenings.11 / 16 . 
I Serms and RepaWs I[~ 
L EARN BARTENDING-- Prepare for a 
good paying part-time job. Our five-week ·. 
evening course meets 2 nights a week, 
starts Nov. 15. We are right on the Kari-
Van route in Newmarket . Enroll now. It's 
fun, it's easy and it ·s profitable. For free 
brochure call Master Bartenders School 
at 659-3718. 
TYPING : In Durham, close to campus. Call 
868-2538 evenings. weekends. 
TYPING SERVICES, QUALITY WORK. 
REASONABLE RATES. Call 431-5036 
after 5pm 
Don't sell your motorcycle! Store it in our 
locked Garage - We ride tool All season 
$35.00 Call 742-0348, ask for Ann or 
_Ran~ for all details. 
Psychic Reading.s/Life Purpose 
Counseling $10 for students $15 for 
others. Call Suzanne 868-5932. 
Typing Service Available. Plan your ,final 
papers now. Call 868-2318. 12/7 
Typing Jobs. Need something- typed. 
Resume, term paper, thesis? No job too 
small. I have 7 years secretarial 
Experience. Call in Dover - 742-6553. 
r -Help wanted . J[O f 
Looking for an exciting part-time paid 
-position? Apply now for a student 
secretary position for the Student Activity 
Fee Council. Start training immediately. 
No work study necessary. Approx. 10-15 
hrs/wk. Apply to SAFC Chairperson, 
Room 154, MUB 
WANTED: Teacher who remembers what 
it was like to be a student; confused, tired, 
c:illy, c:~d. boron, dotorminod It .,.,;11 holp if 
you take the time to answer our 
questions. even the stupid ones, and to let 
us explain what we think and how we 
feel. And, if you're tired or angry, or just 
not ready to work with us, let us know. 
Give us the chance to understand. Call 
868-7419* 
Work Study . Student wanted to run 
elevator in MUB. Hours available 
Monday-Friday 10-2. See Student 
Personnel Coordinator in MUB. 
WORK IN FRANCE, JAPAN, CHINA! No 
experience, degree, or foreign language 
required for most_ positions.Teach 
conversational English . Send long, 
stamped, self-addressed envelope for 
details. ESL-358, P.O. Box 336, Centralia, 
WA 98531 
EUROPE: BABYSITTING FOR $. Benefits: 
rm/bet, salary,' time for travel and study. 
Information on Switzerland and 12 other 
countries. Send $10 cash/check to: C. 
Steinbruchel, PO Box 152, 8025 Zurich, 
Switzerland. 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer /year round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All 
Fields . $500 - $1200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free info. Write UC Box 52-
NH Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 
: UNH Campus Reps needed immediately., 
The fastest growing Health & Nutrition 
Co. in the nation is looking for ambitious 
people to work full or part time on 
campus. Bonus & Commission Call 436-
. 4748. 
Work study students wanted to fill part-
time positions now available in MUB. 
Apply with student personnel coordinator 
_in MUB.11 / 19 
Apartments for Rent 
One Bedroom dining area, large living 
room.full bath.full kitchen.ground floor. 
275/mo. inclu·des heat. 659-5179. 
Newmarket. 
18 Young Drive. 3 People needed to 
occupy rooms. Rent Due Dec. 1. Call 868-
1536. Partially furnished. 
~ost and F~ I lg] 
Lost: My silver hair piece and stick which I 
just finished making. Between James, 
·Murk, and MUB. Call Emily at 749~ 364 
PLEASE A pumpkin pie for reward. 
PLEASE 
To whom ever picked up a Blue Austrian 
jacket with green trim at Nicks Saturday 
night. Please return it to Nicks. It belings 
to an employee and there is a REWARD. 
Another employee saw the coat leave, so 
please return before the matter is taken 
further. 
[__ . Personals ] ~ . 
HEY TURKEYS I Come join ,us for the 1 OK 
GOBBLE WOBBLE FUN RUN on Sunday, 
November 21 . Come to the 2nd floor 
balcony in the MUB--Nov. 9, 10, 13th for 
registration information. Prizes and t-
shirts awarded. (Sponsored by RecP 557). 
See you there! 
Thanks for a great wekend, Carol, You 
ARE SPECIAL and we _love you deeply. 
Enjoyed Lory, your other friends, the 
APPLE and LEMON PIES. and the six 
lobsters in three days!! Ski hard and fast 
and we'll see you for a white MINNESOTA 
Christmas. Love, Mom and Dad 
Dear Doug L. Hope you - have a really 
excellent birthday! Love, a fellow front 
row physicist and an unmellow 
California-ite 
Workshop: Liquor and Your Love Life. 
November 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Devine 
Recreation room. Bring your friends! 
Really Xeno - " One" phone call? You 
disappoint me; I thought you had more 
persistence than that. Don 't let my 
residence bother you - I am no joke. And I 
only have one request to make. After that, 
the decision's yours. I believe you have 
my number. Call TODAY at 4 :45 p.m. 
ZEPHYR_~~ ~ '. -~ 
D.M. and T.C. Get psyched for a great 
weekend!! Bring your dancing shoes and 
your drinking arms. Love Kim and Cindy. 
Deb Kimball - We're going to miss you at 
the PD! It just won 't be the same without 
you! Love ya, Lori and PhyUis. 
=-~ -
Commander Zyton - Ahh, the twilight 
zone has been perplexing but I think we 
just might land on Alpheron - "Every now 
and then!" Here's to N.Y. accents 'What a 
drag," S. King, Waiters named John, 
Phoenix/centipede/frogger and (the best 
for last) Tempest. 
Where to next Cccommmandddo? To seek 1 
out Toads and Trolls, Slugs and Worms, 
Mold and Mildew, admist the slime and 
the sludge, where no Apheronian has 
ever gone before. See~u on board--
Xerxeze (Head of lnter-tellar, Stellar, and 
Terrestial communications.) 
Tom and Kevin - Just a note to get you in 
good spirits because the PD is almost 
here! Or has Tom already started taking 
valium? Oh and as a reminder don't forget 
THE class on Wed. night.. you know rules, 
edicate, and so forth . Tom no juice this 
time! We're glad to see Joy has such a 
fantastic right arm! From two happy DZ's 
To the lovely lady of Stillings Dining Hall: 
· Sorry I missed you on Sadi Hawkins "Pick 
Me" day. Looking forward to meeting you 
real soon! Your devoted admirer, Ken. 
P.S. Write back soonl 
You better write back real soon, because if 
he's not eating, or sleeping he needs you 
real bad. 
Hocker & Cappas - To our two favorite 
" best buddies" Get your paraplegic legs 
ready and don't forget your dancing 
shoes. B.C. if you really want to sit in the 
front seat with Shawn just think about 
L.M. on your lap for 2½ hours! S.H. Don't 
even think about it!! And L.M. is definitely 
going to win her bet. Both of you 
remember the consequences for passing 
outfWatch out.we have lots of surprises_ 
for you I Leave your skis, football and other ' 
women home and get psyched for the 
wildest weekend of your life!!! Two 
bruised and abused women (but' we love 
you anyway!) 
S.H. & B.C. If I were you I'd be scared 
shitless about this weekend. 
Charlie: We still love you, tool We'll make 
it up to you soon! 
B.C. - What are you ... Crazy! 
Julie, Be careful. If you smile too much, 
your face might fall off! Love ya, your 
roomie. 
Maureen - I have seen the light! I will 
make it. Love David. 
Miss Soulnier - This weekend is just for 
, you! Get prepared to drink, dance, and 
laugh all day Saturday. This will be an 
awesome time.. with the two of us 
, together I hope our dates can handle us 
I and/or keep up with us. Hal Hal Hugs and Smiles, Your Big Sis 
j Who coul<fhave asked for a better Big Sis, 
: or a little one at That! Love ya both! 
Jane - I'm sure I owe you. Just you wait! 
Ginger. 
Kelly Heron-This is ridiculous.Almost 
the ·end of the semester and I've barely 
seen you let alone your apartment. Hope 
everything is going well... I'm thinking 
about you I How about lunch Dec. 1 at 
noon? We should have lots to talk about so 
let me know. Love, Rox. 
Communication Association Notice: Peter 
Hollister, Assistant Vice President to the 
President will be the guest speaker Nov. 
18. P.C.A.C. M212. He will be talking 
about his public relations project for the 
University. Be there! 
Semester At Sea - A unique experience in 
world education and world travel! Come 
find out about the program! 
Representative in MUB Monday Nov. 15 
and Wednesday Nov. 17, 10-12. And also 
at AIESEC meeting, Tuesday, Nov. 18 
MCC 312 at 1. 
Karen and Cathy - thanks for the lobster 
feast. As usual you put on a fantastic 
party.At least I know I have a new motto:lt 
we're not snappy, we're not happy. " 
Thanks again, Love Sharon. 
DON'T THROW THOSE CANS AND 
BOTTLES AWAY - RECYCLE THEMIThe 
Student For Recycling are currently 
collecting bottles and cans every 
Saturday 'a.m. Bring your stuff to the 
Leavitt Service Center or (Better yet) get 
your dorm/group apartment building 
organized for recycling. We can help. For 
more information call 868-2962 (Jill) or 
862 - 1041 (Rob) . Next meet ing is 
Decmeber 7, 7 p.m. in Room 126 
Hamilton Smith Hall. 
Roomate Wanted - 2nd semester -
Strafford House - $700/ Semester Call 
Michele or Merry Rm. 21 D 868-9929. 
11 / 19 
Be an Advertising Associate for The New 
Hnmp11hirel Apply now Room 108 MUB 
If it's not SNAPPY'S we're not HAPPY! 
Form your College bowl team now! Team 
entries take the 15 and 16th in the 
Student Activities Office (rm. 126, MUB) 
Don't miss out on this chance to 
participate in the 4th annual UNH College 
Bowl. For more info. Stop by the Studetlt 
Activities Office. 
JAYAN ... True friends are hard to come 
by, yet you are indeed one of the finest. 
And no, I don't care about you only 
!:,ecause you work for me, but because 
you are great to be with . For all the time . 
when I didn't say it - THANKS! With Love 
Barb. 
Hey, Ernie the Shark: YOU'RE A GOON! 
Communication Association Notice: Peter 
Hollister, Asst. Vice President to the 
President will be the guest speaker. Nove, 
18 PCAC M212. He will be talking about 
his public relations p;oject for the 
University. Take advantage! · 
Hey, I mean like, how many Freshmen 
Camp Counselors does it take to screw in 
a lightbulb? Give up, man? well, it takes 
about 90-- one to like screw it in and 89to 
cheer her on., Come find out what 
Freshmen Camp is all about. Like I said 
before, applications are available in the 
Freshmen Camp Office in the MUB (Rm. 
135) 
Like, Wow, What a concept, Check it out!! 
To the "two cute italians" - Thanks for 
picking me up when I was so down.You 
guys will never know how much that 
personal meant to me. You are great 
friends and if I had brothers I would like 
them to be just like you. Ciao - Love ya too. 
Kirsten (B.D.) P.S. Quiz on Friday. 
To the six people that made my Veteran 's 
Day an unforgetable occasion: All I can 
say is Brenda, Kevin, Mark, Mike Brian, 
Jim and Paul, THANKS Let's do it again 
soon! I only wish I had a movie camera 
with me so I could havJ! caught real 
BEAUTY IN MOTION ya know? Dix, it's a 
good thing you 're so good with sweet 
nova; we'd have been htroublethat night 
·is secondonlyto " Is it still the night before 
tho morning oftor or io it tho morning oftor 
the niaht before. vet... what do both of 
them have in common?AII Love· ANNE. 
We need a D.J. for our Christmas Semi-
Formal. It's going to be held on Saturday, 
December 4, 1982 from 8:00-12:30. If 
interested please call Donna or Carol. at 
868-9793 or 2-2162 
To TKE: The Sun may always shine, but 
will not always rise. 
November 17th, a special day for us to 
share; just think, our third year. It's been a 
terrific three years Heidi; no two people 
could have made more them. Thanks to 
you! Love, Gary. 
Ham-again? Oh, come nowt Leslie 
Hannigan's not drinking? no, not at the , 
moment. I guess teabags really can 
dance, but the real question is "should IT 
stay or should IT go?" Huh. cousin? Love 
Athena and Aphrodite 
Know what November 17 is? Happy 
Birthday Dagmar! 
Looking for an exciting part-time paid 
position? Apply now for a student 
secretary position for the Student Activity 
Fee Council. Start training immediately. 
No work study necessary. Approx. 10-15 
hrs/wk. Apply to SAFC chairperson, 
Room 154, MUB. 
Did you know that the SAFC 
Chairperson 's B-Day is today? Happy 
birthday Jim Singer!II 
If your stomach's growling this weekend 
and you can't"bare going to the dining_ hall 
ag,an, don't worry I Come to t->hi Mu's Taco 
Dinner, Saturday Nov. 20th from 4:00-
7:00. It's at Phi Mu, costs only $2.50 and 
beer is only 25¢ per cup. Join us for an 
afternoon of great food· and great fun I! 
DOBIE IN DISTRESS -A well chilled bottle 
of bubbly awaits the first "hose monster" 
to enter the "Marked" room of Strafford 
House. No sexual overtones will be meant 
by the "C'mon!" immediately following 
your knock. Please watch your approach 
the last girl got carried away. Personal 
sponsored by Fortissimus Gallus et 
Semper Duratus 
"On November 17, earth received a 
blessing .. the creation of Dagmar" Happy 
Birthday Dagmar 
P... Can you believe it? Princeton, a 
summer in Cape Cod, Tropical beaches? 
and a huge fluffy rug! Oh my god! I'm in 
shock .. BIG TIME! I can't wait!!! X. 
T- Felicitaciosnesl Vas a ser una abogada 
estupenda. Estey Orgulloso de ti! G 
Don't miss it!! Today is your last chance to 
sign up for COLLEGE BOWL competition. 
Sign your team up today. 
To my AWESOME Little Sister, Julie 
Olson: you 're the BEST! You've made 
sisterhood at Alpha Chi Omega all the 
more meaningful, for me. Keep up the 
SUPER job you're doing pledging and get 
psyched for the P.O.!!! Love, Frances. 
On Tuesday, November 23 give someone 
special a dozen roses. Order yours now! 
One dozen at a special price. $12.00 Free 
delivery anywhere on campus. Call 
Wayne Lawrence , 2 -2454 233A 
Williamson 
H. PLEASE remember you promise to join 
me for a quiet walk on the sparkling 
evening of the first fallen snow. G 
We're not a bookstore selling groceries, 
nor a grocery store selling books, we're 
just books! Durham Book Exchange. 38 
Main St. · 
Nancy, it takes me awhile to get around to 
doing things but here's your personal. I 
want everyone to know how psyched I am 
to have YOU for a big SISTER! We are 
going to have mega great times together. 
Don't worry I'll find a date for the pledge 
dance (in fact there is all ready a 
possibility) and wee are gonna rock the 
place. Get psyched .. You littel sis Wina. 
P.S. Thanx for breakfast. 
Happy late Birthday,. Joe!! Yea, you, 
McMahon! I hope you had a terrific day! 
MHR ("My hand me down relative") I 
won't say ' 'I'm psyched" or for you to "Get 
Psyched" because I'm so sick of that 
stupid word. I will say that you're one hell 
of a little brother, and not just because 
you sent me a personal last week. There 
are other reasons, like ... umm ... and then 
there's .. . seriously, though, I'm looking 
forward to becoming good buddies and 
popping lots of trains together. I just know 
you 'll be " Chip" off the old block.and if all 
goes well you'll be a "real man" come 
Dec. 11 . Keep it up little Buddy. PJC 
Kevin, Mike, Jim, Brian, Mark and Ann. I 
must say, last Thursday nite was great! 
Huh? 8 of us in that car Wowl Sorry about 
the hair Kev and Anne, and the feet Dan. 
And Mike I hope I didn't make your'leg too 
numb. Oh ya did you guys hear that they 
spotted 4 white flashes on Hampton 
Beach that nite. What could that have 
been? I wonder? Thanks for the best time 
Love Brenda. 
Make Tuesday, November 23 a very 
special day for someone. Give them a 
dozen Roses at a very special price $12.00 
Free delivery anywhere on Campus. Call 
Wayne Lawrence, 2-2454, 233A 
Williamson 
When Larry M. has to take a leak, 
everybody listens!! We love you anyway! 
Brian Burns, Get ready to have the time of 
your life Friday November 19th! It's going 
to be super. Hope you're pysched becuse I 
sure am! Love, your date. 
Anne B.(E.T.)Keep your chin_ up cutie 
Pledging is almost over. Get psyched for 
the PD. We're goin wildl I'm sorry Mrs. 
Torrance, Nancy cannot come out to play 
todav - she's snapping!! Love va Mom 
Yo Special K-Was reading these the other 
day and realized that out of all the 
personnals I've written, you've never 
gotten one. Well here it it is: just to tell you 
you 're my favorite roommate! So what if 
you mix the strongest Pearl Harbors, eat 
popcorn constantly, eat my cookies, run 
out of gas at Carl's, make me do all your 
scoping of "the disco" . and get me soaked 
in pitchers of beer! I still love ya! Thanx for 
helping me thru all the tough times! Luv, 
P-nut. PS, We missed you last weekend! 
We're not a Bookstore selling groceries, 
nor a grocery store selling books. We're 
just books! Durham Book Exchange. 38 
Main St. 
Deb- C'etait t~i 
Do like working with people and having a 
good time? Have you got something to 
offer to help out those scared freshmen 
that you see every year walking around 
campus in large clumps?Well, then, we at 
Freshman Camp would like to see you try 
out to become a Freshmen Camp 
Cou!'lselor. Sound like fun? Applications 
and details are available at the Freshmen 
Camp office in the MUB. (RM 135) or 
across the hall in the Student Activites 
office. 
To C'est Moi,- Pourquoi es-tu beacoup de 
timide? Est-ce que tu penses que moi est 
un cyclope? (C'est fouxl) Si tu voulais faire 
· quelque chose, tu as parles a moi, necms 
pas! Quelle fais-tu dis? from: tu sais qui. 
Cin- missed you Monday. Remember, 
even if you aren 't, we're always here for 
you, even abnormal (well, maybe a little 
normal) me. Love, Carol. PS. Less than 
~ne week away. 
Sue Larkin- When you heave, you really 
heave! Why don't you smile anymore? 
With love, sympathy, and a surpressed 
giggle, Carol. 
Karen and Dave: When are we going to 
have our dacq'irr party? Time is running 
out so let's make plans! Robin and Mark. 
Jule, Matt and JC: Thank you guys SO 
MUCH for celebrating my conquest in 
style last Wednesday .. drinks and dinner 
at the Mai Kai were too much, but then 
again, so are you guys. Jule, the rose is in 
full bloom - must be an omen, rign_t? Get 
psyched to celebrate my second big 
conquest on Nov. 26 - Look out Boston, 
here we come!! And then on to bigger and 
better things. like Worcester! love you all, 
The California Kid. 
Freshmen Camp Counselor applications 
available now!! Come check us out. We 
need people like you. Inquire at the 
Freshmen Camp office in the MUB. (Rm. 
135) 
Dave M. We don 't mind if you pass out on 
our couch, just don't wet your pants next 
time! Hetzel 22 
Three years; seems like three months! 
What other couple would still be sending 
secret love notes to each other; sweeping 
each other off our feet. laughing so much, 
making special faces, making special 
efforts every single day? No one by G & H 
that's who. That's why we've stuck it out: 
not because we CAN'T live without each 
other but because we don't WANT to! 
Happy Anniversary my love! 
Gary, As I reflect over the past three years 
knowing. you, the words beg in flowing 
from my pen - I have no trouble finding 
ways to tell you how I feel. I still 
experience many of those same "first" 
feelings .. . I think I'm still just as crazy 
about you as I was when I first looked into 
your eyes -- way back in November 1979. 
You're still just as cute, as precious, as 
wonderful for me. I love you Heidi. 
COLLEGE BOWL wants to pick your brain! 
Yes, It's back for the 4th straight year. 
Participate in this "Varsity Sport of, the 
Mind." Teams of five must sign up in the 
Student Activites Office, Rm. 126 of the 
MUB on Nov. 15th and 16th. Don't miss 
out on this chance to prove you're up to 
par. 
Ly nnie, What can we say? Twenty one 
years old--wow-- it's impressive. Have a 
good one kiddo. We love ya! Happy 
Birthday. Love, The McLaughlin Crew! 
Carol F.- Don'tworry I won 't say anything· 
about you skipping out on us th is 
weekend. I hope you studied for 
Managerial! I tried. Are we gonna have to 
listen to your life story anymore? Not that 
it's boring or anything. Hope you do well 
on the test, I think we'll both need it . 
Dennis 
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TO THE UNH MARCHING BAND 
MEMBERS AND CHEERLEADERS : 
Michel-We wish to convey to you the 
epitome of falicitations on this special 
21st Anniversary of your departure from 
the womb. Chris Kelly and Cathy. 
Beth-ZZZZZZZ ... zzzzzzz ... Love those 
slides. Damien. 8½ X 11" 
·Lofts-- Are you tired of a crowded room? 
Need some extra space? The you should 
consider investing in the practical use of a 
loft. They are sturdy, durable, and 
freestanding. All lofts are regulation 
height and will look great in any size 
room. Lofts are available now for a 
reasonable price. To place your order or 
for more information call Paul at 868-
9830 or 862-1292. Leave a message if 
I'm not there & I'll get back to you. 
Although we might not always show how 
we feel towards you guys, you really did a 
hell of a job all season long. You guys 
really put some great show together and 
we really appreciate it. Hopefully, we can 
put a winning effort together in the future, 
then our record would match yours, 10-0. 
Thanks for a great season of support, you 
guys are number one. The UNH Football 
Team. 
SOCIAL SERVICE MAJORS-Come and 
listen to Professional S.W. at the Belnap 
Room MUB tonight from 7-9p .m. 
Refreshments served. See you there!!!!! 
5 C .
; PHOTO COPY 
SPECIAL 
CAMPUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450 
- ..:..._ l __ -- -- - ----
ACACIA. ACACIA--You guys down there 
must be in serious trouble. I hope it comes 
out allright. The ghost in Geoff's room 
forsee's big trouble. Next time get a clue 
to life. I figured all your mother's must 
have beat you when you were little. Good 
Luck! Al DeSalvo -P.S. Remember if it 
gets to tuft for you to handle ... Peace thru 
Napalm!! · 
Ellen-Ellen-Ellen: Well here it is ,(I think). 
Your first personal. lttook awhile, but you 
can't say I didn't try! Hope you appreciate 
it! NACHO. 
To the Hussettes (err, the Loungettes) -
Great party, great weekend. greater 
popcorn. In a word, you guys are great. 
Joe Smith (Room 203) and his friends. 
It's not that I mind typing Spanish papers 
at 7 a.m. Nor do I mind doing' Spanish 
assignments. Nor do I mind walking all 
over campus. It's just that my back is 
getting awfully sore. Love ya'. 
.Hi Pud. Me. 
Hi Mom, hope you're feeling better. Love, 
WPP. 
ROSES! $1 fora longstem-anycolor. $7 
a dozen. Call 742-8954 and ask for Julie. 
Need 2 days notice. · 
Secretary Position 
Student Secretary posifion opening for second 
semester. - Start training immediately - NO work 
study necessary. Approx. 10-15 hrs/wk. 




Deadline for Applying November 19, 1982 , 
• Mt. Parka Kit SJ9.9S 
Save up to half the cost of a Mountain Parka when you sew 
it from our kit. All you need is the use of a regular home 
sewing machine. Everything is provided including pre-cut 
' fabric, zippers, thread, and easily followed instructions. 
)~f iii;;;;-;;;J-f~;;-r;r;;,;;;f;n-~~-thr;-;;J-;th~-;-kTt;-to I . 




UNIVERSITY STUDENTS · 
AND FACULTY· 
Please compare prices before you order or · 
purchase Second. Semester Textbooks. 
The UNH BOOKSTORE offers 
29% off list on Used Books 
(lowest price In town) 
5% off New Textbooks 
.. ~._,. :city. _________ State __ Zi P---- Thank you for supporting your 
i 'nmberLine 5\'r::• ,. . =====---u-n1v_e __ rs_1ty_o_w_ne_d_s_1o_re_ ..::::::P 
: · Box 126U Pltta8elcl. N. H. 03263 1603) 435-8888 J ) ■ 
---------------------------------------------------------------~ ........... iiiiiiii _______ llllllllilii...-illlllii1111111111-..llilliill ........ liiii(ii...L.iiiii __ iii_iiiiiiiiiiiiaii __ iii __ liili_iii ___  
HA VE A PROBLEM? 
COOL-AID 






-someone who cares 
~~-:~: - ~~~/:I=~~---~---~= 
Open every night 6-12 
call us at 
. 862-2293 
THE WORLD 
IS YOUR CAMPUS 
Two World itineraries are 
offered in 1982, sponsored by 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails March ·4, 1982 
from Ft. Lauderdale - Spain, Greece, 
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines, 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan. 
AROUND THE WORLD: sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle. 
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from 
, University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts. 
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available. 
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester 
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully air-
conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America. 
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pitbburgh, 
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in 
California call (714) 771-6590). 
Rep~esentative in MUB Monday. Nov. 15 and Wed, Nov. 17 fr~m 10 AM to 12 
andalsoatAIESECmtg. Tuesday. Nov. 16 in Room 312 McC 1 at I PM. 
.'\· . . _..,, 
.. ·,: - i 
.1 
: ~ _.J-
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the alternative bookstore 
New at the Durham Book 
Exchange 38 Main St. 
10% off All New Fall Textbooks 
30% Off All Us~d Textbooks 
Paperbacks Stationary College Supplies 
Buy and Sell Your Textbooks at Durham Book 
and $ave 
- round trip air trans. from Logan Airport to 
and was unable to hold onto 
the ball. 
"'I think they had a little 
problem settling in with a · -
quarterback," said Umass 
coach Bob Pickett when asked-
a bout UNH's offensive 
showing, "I think that sticks 
out more than anything else. 
You know, it's a vital position." 
Chris Collins started against 
. toughens you up. Lively said 
Rilling's not to subtle w_~y of 
Crossword Answers 
FOOTBALL 
( continued· from page 20) 
UMass ·as he did against HC. 
And Rick Leclerc replaced him 
in the second half, as he did 
against H C also. Collins, 
however, was unable to 
continue against UMass 
because of an ankle injury. 
) 
Leclerc started five games ( In 
_which UNH ~as 2-3) this year 
and will return for two more 
seasons. Collins is a senior. 
"We have a lot of confidence 
in Rick," said Bowes. "He's got 
a lot of qualities that kid." 
With Holy Cross being the 
third game next year and 
U Mass again being the last, his 
qualities as well as everyone 
else's, will be in .demand. 
RILLIN.G--------
(continued from page 19) 
dealing with her players isn't and that tradition naturally is 
always apparent to Rilling. part of her coaching philosphy. 
"To her it doesn't seem like Not onJy does Rilling require 
pressure," said Lively. "But in a each player to shake her hand 
game she might yell and yell before starting the game, but 
and yell, and she would she also writes poems before 
sometimes carry a tape most of the matches in order to 
recorder to rcmcmbci whal she inspire the troops. 
had said. That seemed to In addition, Rilling has this 
magnify the problem. That's a year insisted on standing next 
much different technique than to goalie Robin Balducci 
most kids are used to. during warm-ups, and, 
Idaho Falls 
The waving of a tape according to Leary, has been 
recorder up and down on the leading the same Wildcat 
sidelines wasn't Rilling's only cheers before each contest that _ 
unusual coaching techniq~~ at she did 16 years ago. 
G R A T E ~N~. T~e Weis~ born R_Il~mg It's questionable whether 
-::======;:;;:;:;;;:;;:;:;;~~;_•_s _t_h_1c_k_m_E_n..;;g~h_s_h_t_r_ad_1_t1~on, R i 11_ i ng •s· qui r_k y game-day 
,7. ~ tactics or trad1t10nal English 
FAIR ~ methods added to her winning 
- airport transfers 
- seven night accomodations 
- free use of outdoor heated pool and hot tub ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CRAFT ~ record at UNH. But there is no 
, ~ question about her overall 
November 18, 19 & 20 - ~ success as a coach. 
(9 a·.m. - 9 p.m.) , ,, , • ~ In the last eight years, 
, ~ Rilling's field hockey teams 
~ have compiled a record of 77-
ROCHESTER MALL, RocheSter ~ 307 13, while her lacrosse teams 
(Rt. 11) ~ have been equally successful. In 
~ 1979, the Wildcats finished 
~ third in the U.S. Women's 
sponsored by: ~ Lacrosse Association National 
- buffet breakfast daily 
- 5 day lift ticket at Jackson Hole 
- shuttle to downtown Jackson * 
$760 double occ./$710 quad. occ. 
Call: Mark. Gagnon 868-1536 
~ Strafford County Craftsmen @ Collegiate Champio_nship. ""'--~~-~~~~~~-------~ . _ _t~~.a~~~~-----------------------------------------_-_-_-_-:.~---------------,C•==-r~1 .. ~=::,,,.,,.,c_:c:=::=-.-c:::::-cK=.=..- >-W:::--V><==::::::)( ><---.:>t,c___.,. 
~ Jne lfecdtfi ccu«mion Center ~ 
n is sponsoring a series ~~~,!!~~!!!s t~!!!~~nSwith Residential Life. n 
U Workshops are free and open to all students. U 
~ . . ~ 
~ QKtttrst~ · !:\!tritim-taL ~ ~ 
n "COLLEGE CALOR,ES" n 
u u· n presented by Rita Dielman and "Students for Nutrition Education" n 
U November 16 Jessie Doe Hall 7:00 p.m. LJ 
~ 
· November 17 Stanton Hall 8:30 p.m. ~ 
November 29 Congreve Hall 8:00 p.m. 
December I Alexander Hall 7:30 p.m. 
~ . December 2 McLaughlin Hall 8:00 p.m. ~ 
I &irtn Control I 
U "CHOICES--NOT HOPE!" U 
n facilitated by Elizabeth MacDonald and co-led in co-ed dorms with n 
U Jason Edwards. U 
n November 15 Co,ngreve Hall 7:30 p.m. n 
u November 16 Smith Hall 7:30 p.m. , LJ 
! ~ 
November 17 Scott Hall 7:30 p.m. ~ 
November 30 Fairchild Hall 7:30 p.m. 
December 7 Christensen Hall 7:30 p.m. 
n For additional information call the Health Education Center, n 
LJ Hood House, Health Services: 862-1987. U 
ATTENTION UNH 
SKI CLUB MEMBERS 
There is a 
MANDATORY 
meeting 
This meeting will discuss our first trip to 
JAY PEAK on December 3rd-5th. Also 
discussed is f undraising 
members welcome. 
and new 
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Volleyballer outlasts coaches, ~eammtites 
By Julie Supple 
Jean Campanelli, senior 
captain of the UNH women's 
volleyball team, is a portrait of 
a true athlete, in more thanjust 
the "'sportsmen-like" perspec-
tive. 
Jean's roots are in West 
Hartford, Connecticut, where 
she was a "rookie" volleyballer 
at William Hill High School. 
Even then, Jean was recognized 
for her exceptional ability, as 
she was ALL-CCI L ( Central 
Connecticut Interscholastic 
League)-her junior and senior 
year in high school. 
"A definite highlight of my 
volleyball career was making 
the team(UNH). There were 
only a few spots open and a lot 
of freshmen recruits," 
commented Jean. 
Former coach Jane Job was 
Jean's coach at UNH her first 
two years and then resigned 
during the summer of 198 l. 
Since that point, three coaches 
have been head varsity coach. 
"As a low point, I was really 
disappointed to not see kids 
that I started out playing with. 
Every year, I have learned a 
new style of playing," said 
Jean. 
When asked if an inconsis-
tant coaching situation would 
be a reason for being the "only 
. senior left," Jean remarked, 
"Definitely. We had to learn all · 
_ over again each year. Its a hard · 
situation but its been a learning 
experience; I feel I've grown as 
a player." 
-But what about personal 
growth? "I've grown as a 
person too. I'm the only senior 
and unlike freshman year, there 
was no star on the team. That's 
a different feeling in itself. 
Volleyball coach Carol 
Ford, thinks quite highly of 
_Jean. "I feel bad because she's a 
senior. I'd love to work with her 
next year. Jean did a good job 
as captai~. She's gone through 
Volleyball standout Jean Campanelli.(Tim Skeer photo) 
UNH skaters drop two to Lowell 
By Peter Clark 
The question most UNH 
hockey fans asked prior to 
Friday night's men's exhibition 
game at Snively Area between 
UNH and Lowell was, who the 
heck is Lowell? The question 
was quickly answered though, 
as the Chiefs rolled up four 
unanswered first period goals 
en route to a 7-3 win over the 
Wildcats. 
"I think we've surprised a lot 
, of people," said Lowell coach 
Bill Riley Jr. "It was a good win 
tonight. After tying North-
eastern and beating Boston 
College 10-0, the kids had to 
prove they were for real." 
But the 'Cats themselves 
weren't overly concerned with · 
the outcome. Injuries to Paul 
Barton, George White and 
Ralph Robinson forced UNH 
coach Charlie Holt to shift the 
lines considerably. Freshmen 
Shane Skidmore, Greg 
Heidenreich, Greg Rota, and 
sophomore Dave McAllister 
all suited up, giv_ing everyone 
added game time. 
"For most of us it was the 
first time playing with different 
players," said captain Dan 
Forget. 'They (Lowell) came at 
us quickly though, and we had 
a few mental errors." 
The game also spelled a bit of 
a letdown for UNH. The 'Cats 
spent four days at a 
tournament in Montreal last 
week where they lost to 
Moncton 6-3 and beat Colgate 
8-1. They later won a thrilling 
shootout over Concordia to 
decide the final playoff spot. In 
that shootout, UN H's Paul 
Barton, Norm La Combe and 
Dan Potter all scored while 
UNH goalie Todd Pearson 
kicked aside five Concordia 
bids. The team advanced in the 
piayoffs but dropped a tough 
contest to Saskatchewan, 5-3 in 
the semi-finals. 
"I think there might hav~ 
been a bit of a let down 
tonight," said Forget. "The 
tournament in Montreal meant 
something, and we had 
something to pro"ve up there." 
They did just that, becoming 
the only American team in the 
tournament's two year 
existance to reach the finals. 
After a period Friday night, 
the Wildcats did settle down 
against Lowell. UNH's Mark 
Doherty, Dan Forget and Peter 
Herm cut Lowell's lead to two 
goals in the third period, but 
Lowell's Danny Craig, brother 
of Olympic star Jim Craig who 
attended the game, tallied two 
· goals to close out the scoring. 
"They thoroughly outplayed 
us b~_ any standard," said Holt. 
Saturday evening the 'Cats 
traveled to Billerica, Mass. to 
take on the same Lowell team, 
and again lost, 6-4. Lowell will 
attain Division I status next 
season. 
The Wildcats will open their 
regular season this weekend in 
a two game series in Snively 
Arena against the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth, Friday and 
Saturday night at 7:30. 
-----RILLING--·----
like I'm retiring," said Rilling. 
"It's not like I've had it with 
coaching. I think I could do a 
lot to assist a program." 
However, Rilling said she has 
not applied for any jobs yet. 
During her tenure at UNH, 
Rilling with her aggressive no-
nonsense coaching tactics, has 
sometimes been controversial 
and at odds with members of 
her squad. In fact, many 
players say that Rilling 's 
professional approach to 
coaching her teams rallies the 
players together in a type of 
mutual support. 
-- ~- -
( continued from page 28) 
-Others -say that her ranting 
and raving is just something 
-they get used to as they mature 
as players and individuals. 
"The first year was really 
hard," said sophomore starter 
Barbara Marois. "Then I made 
up my mind to play the best I 
- could. In high school 
everybody just goes out there 
and plays. At the university 
level you have to be more 
professional about the whole 
thing. I just wasn't used to 
someone saying 'NO, you don't 
do it that way you do it this 
way." · 
. Laurie Leary, a tri-captain 
this year and next year's co-
captain, said Rilling's intense 
coaching style made her "a 
basket case my freshman year," 
but also said Rilling has been 
very good to her. 
"She would do anything for 
us," said Leary. Senior tri-
captain Shelley Lively agrees. 
"If she has anything to say -
about it we will get the best we 
can get." 
"I learned a lot from her," 
said Lively. "she really 
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three coaches and is still a c o n s t a n t l y · fl u ct u a t i n g 
leader for the kids. She was situation, she feels good about 
definitely the most consistant : her career. . --
player this year," said Ford. · c 'Where will the future find 
Jean's opinion of Ford is Jean? -Hopefully in California 
quite positive also. "Carol was · but maybe not. Jean hopes to 
negative on the techniques we pursue volleyball as a possible 
learned from previous coaches. career, coaching that is. She 
It's great to have a strong coach feels that the West Coast would 
who knows the game. She knew be an "ideal" place for her. Jean 
what tournaments were above is majoring in Physical 
our heads, yet entered us in Education with a specialization 
situations knowing we were the . in teaching. 
weaker team. It's good to play "I am so dedicated to 
the better teams than just kill volleyball; I want to continue 
Division II and III schools." to practice with the team off-
This year, Jean had her best season. We have practice 
defensive year by far. After a tonight-I'll be there." 
Brandell: Running 
is her way of life 
By T.J. Reever another major setback. 
. There are two types of people Brandel got injured again soon 
· who participate in the sport after the end of cross country 
called running. Joggers and season during her freshman 
runners, and yes, there is a year. Another stress fracture 
difference. Joggers jog and and this time it kept her from 
runners run. The difference is competing until the summer. 
simple. "I ·really thought I was never 
Anyone who can cover six going to run again," said 
miles on foot in under 48 Brandell. "It always hurt so 
minutes and competes on a much." 
fairly regular basis is generally She was patient and took 
accepted as a runner. Anyone time off to let the injury heal. 
who can't or doesn't is - - In July -she entered the Empire 
considered a jogger. With that State Games and took the silver 
knowledge understood, this medal in the 5000 meters. 
story is about a runner. She admits that cross 
This particular runner country is her strong point, and 
happens to be one of the best in she proved it her sophmore 
UNH's history. Her name is year. She was the team's 
Kathy Brandell and she comes number one runner all season 
from Plattsbury, N.Y. She's in long as well as the team's co- · 
her junior year, studying to be a captain. 
, Recreation-Programming In fact, since becoming 
Manager. , UNH's top runner, she has not 
Currently, Kathy shares the looked back. She's run 17:02 
honor of being UNH's number for 5000 meters and 4:42 for 
one long distance runner along 1500 meters. 
with teammate, Nancy "I'm real happy with the way 
Scardina. Between the two of I'm running right now," said . 
them, they have contributed to · Brandell._ 
UNH's first undefeated season 
ever. 
Brandell has loved to run 
ever since she can remember. "I 
• remember really enjoying 
games like running to the tree 
and back," she said. "I used to 
play soccer in high school and I 
always enjoyed. running the 
laps around the field during 
practice the most." 
Brandell enjoyed a great deal 
of success in high school, too. 
She was the best runner in her 
region of upper-state New 
York. Although she didn't start 
running until her senior year, 
she had immediate success, 
which is unusual for beginners. 
Her transition to college 
competition was a bit 
intimidating at first. She 
arrived at UNH her freshman 
year just recovering from a 
stress fracture. Her confidence · 
was a little· down, mostly 
because she was only able to 
run ablut 15 minutes a day 
before the pain became too 
much. 
However, by the end of her 
freshmen cross country season, 
she was the fourth best runner 
on the team. 
"She has a great ability to 
bounce back from injuries," 
says head coach Nancy 
Drueger. "She also ranks 
among the top ten best athletes 
I've had the pleasure of 
coaching." 
What looked to be the start 
of great career soon · had 
· Brandell . comes from an 
athletic family. Her brother 
plays hockey at Union College · 
in New York. Her sister plays 
soccer competitively and both 
her parents are real sports 
eJ}thusiasts. Kathy also enjoys 
horseback riding and skiing, 
but running is her main 
interest. 
"I approach my running with 
an open mind," said Brandell. 
"I plan to continue running 
after college too. I want to get_ 
into road racing and eventually 
I would like to try a marathon." 
Generally, Brandell trains 
about sixty miles a week. Each 
day of the week has a purpose. 
For instance, Mondays and 
Wednesdays are speed days. 
She runs fast for a certain 
distance. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays are distance days, 
mostly slow and easy. Those 
are set up so she recovers from 
her fast days. 
Fridays are rest days and 
Saturday is usually a race day. 
Sundays are always set aside 
for Long Slow Distance,(LSD) 
usually for Branden that's 
anywhere from 10 to 13 miles. 
To be successful at running it 
takes a total committment. 
You have to be willing to run 
day after day, year round. For 
the good runners, running 
becomes a way of life. For 
. Kathy Brandell, running is a 
way of life. 
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H_appy days aren't here .agaill in UNH finale 
Senior Tom Mccann and coach Bill Bowes look on Saturday's action, framed by a dismal sky 
and scoreboard. (Tim Skeer photo) 
By Steve Damish ·own offense put our defense's · 
AMHERST-Out with the back to the wall." 
old and in with the ... old? For The Wildcat offense was on 
UNH football, that saying is the field for just 17:22 of the 
accurately altered. · game, able to net just 67 total 
Because UN H's 27-0 loss to · yards. Not a pleasing statistic 
the University of Massachusetts , when ones takes into account 
(4-6, 3-2 Yankee Conference) the 65 yards UNH was 
Saturday was simply a rehash penalized for. 
of its 28-0 showing against "I didn't think it would be 
Holy Cross in the second game i . that simple to stop them," said 
of the year. U Mass linebacker Craig 
The 28-6 season opener win Lesinski. "We just never let 
against James Madison aside, them get going." 
UNIJ'5 5ca.5on ended Nov. lJ i:1:S The same thing. took place 
it started ·Sept. 11, in a flurry of against H C. In that game, 
frustration and with a large UNH's offense rushed for just 
, dose of disappointment. 64 yards while throwing for 104 
Basically the only difference (UNH, however, attempted 34 
between the UMass and HC passes against HC and only 17 
games are the two teams' against UMass). 
rosters. Otherwise, re_petition is Some people might say UNH 
recognizable. suffered a case of the first-game 
First some statistics. jitters against H C and couldn't 
UNH had just four first overcome the Minuteman jinx 
downs against UMass's 25. against UMass. For the 
Against HC, the Wildcats had Wild ca ts haven't beaten 
· 11 while the Crusaders got 24. UM~ss since 1976 and haven't 
Both U Mass and H Cran for 15 · scored an offensive touchdown 
first downs apiece. in 19 quarters of play against 
UMass and HC both the Minutemen, since the first 
intercepted four UNH passes. quarter of l 978's confronta-
The Wildcats were penalized tion. 
seven times in each game. But in both games, UNH had 
And the score of each game spurts of success, where its 
being so similar, the wheel offense could move the ball. 
really has come full circle. The But in both games, the spurts 
last chapter of UNH football ended abruptly with some kind 
'82 reads much like one of its of fundamental error. 
firsts. "The most trying thing is that 
Now some observation. we'd start moving the ball out 
The 27-0 score against then: we'd screw ourselves up," 
UMass is not indicative of the said Bowes. "We'd drop a pass 
game, the Minuteman offense, or something." 
for being on the field for 42:38 Yes, it happened in both the 
of the afternoon was not able to early-season and end-of-the-
fully handle UNH's defense. season game. UNH turned the 
"Defensively we played ' ball over fiye times against the 
probably our best game of the Minutemen and the Crusaders. 
year," said UNH coach bill And UNH jumped off-sides, 
Bowes, who had his first losing and committed personal f~uls, 
year at UNH since 1973. 'Our FOOTBl"[[,''pali II 
Rilling packs hags, tradition for Maryland 
By Todd Balf 
Next year's hockey coach 
probably won't insist that her 
players line-up to shake her 
hand before they take to the 
pitch. And it's likely that coach 
won't call upon the Wildcats to 
join in any traditional cheers 
before the game. Who knows, 
next years coach may even let 
the UNH players play rriu-sic . 
while they limber up before 
games. 
The reason the Wildcats may 
have a bit of a looser reign next 
year is because Jean Rilling, the 
feisty Red Auerbach-type who 
has coached the women's field 
hockey and lacrosse teams for 
the .last 16 years, officially 
resigned both her posts last 
week. 
Rilling's impressive career 
coaching record·, which 
includes just one losing season 
(this year's field hockey team), 
has earned her national 
recognition in recent years. In 
1980, . not only did Rilling's 
field hockey squad finish 
seventh in the nation but her 
lacrosse team also went to the 
nationals and placed second in 
New England. 
Officially, Rilling left UNH . 
because of personal reasons. 
Because the health of her 
husband, Robert Rilling, · 
depends partially on a warm · 
climate, the Rillings were 
unwilling ,to. spend a~y more 
--- -" ~ '-;~~. 
winters in New Englan·d. 
In fact, coach Rilling took a . 
sabbatical immediately 
following last year's field 
hockey season to join her 
husband in Annapolis,Md~thus 
missing the lacrosse season. 
Although Rilling was 
reluctant to spend another 
winter in Dur,ham she did off er 
Field ~Qckey coach Jean Rilling talks wi~h her pl_ayers earlier in the season. (file photo) 
to stay on as field hockey coach 
and give up only her lacrosse 
coaching duties. The offer by 
Rilling, which she says would 
have saved the university 
money, was refused by 
women's athletic director Gail 
Bigglestone. 
Assistant women's athletic 
director, Chris Basile, said the 
decision was made not to 
accept Rilling's offer because it 
represents a step backwards for 
the entire women's athletic 
program. "We've come to a 
point of getting all full time 
coaches and it wouldn't be 
progressive for us to go back to 
the part-time system," said 
Basile. She said the problems of 
- recruiting administrative 
continuity outweighed ma.king 
a precedent setting decision 
and hiring Rilling. 
"I'm not disgruntled," said 
• Rilling. "I suggested it would 
. cost less. But I didn't really 
expect they'd do it. It is 
something unusual to ask for." 
Rilling said when she and her 
husband leave Durham in 
December she will look for a 
new field hockey job in Virginia 
or North Carolina. "I don't feel 
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